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ABSTRACT

Ornithology should be considered as an essential part of ecological studies. Birds provide

an easy way of monitoring the state of the environment, because they are easier to detect,

simpler to locate than many other taxonomic groups, and bird taxonomy and distribution

are better known than for any other reasonably large group of animals or plants. Bird

diversity and density are considered good indicators of overall environmental health, since

birds occur in most habitats on land throughout the world, and are sensitive to

environmental change. Recreation is an inseparable part of the Vaal River. It will not be

advisable to undertake ecological studies without at least considering the effect of

recreational activities on the environment.

Although still largely unprotected, the Middle Vaal River is a declared Important Bird Area

(IBA) on sub-regional level and the Vredefort Dome area was recently promoted to World

Heritage status in 2005.

Bird species data were gathered at the Middle Vaal River from April 2002 to April 2003.

Point surveys were conducted at monthly intervals at fourteen sites. Relative densities and

Shannon indices were calculated from the data and certain feeding, nesting and habitat

guilds were identified. Based on an existing model used to determine the occurrence of

droughts, amendments were made to predict the seasonal occurrence of bird species.

During the survey period, 59 water-associated bird species were recorded of which 51

species were recorded during the actual counting times, with an overall total of 5 428

individuals. The major influences on bird numbers and species richness are human

activities and some habitat features at sites. According to their relative densities the top

fifteen species contributed 90% to the total bird numbers, while the remaining 34 species

only contributed 10%. Overall, it was determined that all study sites had a high diversity

and evenness of birds as measured by the Shannon index.



According to the model used for seasonal occurrence, a pattern of succession of three

breeding bird species was observed during the study period at the heronry situated at

Limerick. The importance of heronries in sustaining a large part of the aquatic avifaunal

population is emphasised by this study. In future the model can be used to make

predictions about the bird status at a given time or season.

When making management and conservation decisions, it is important to combine as many

different factors as possible. In this study not only diversity was used, but also abundance,

species richness and certain guilds. It is also recommended to use more than one

surveying method, depending on the aim of the survey as some species may largely be

overlooked by using only one surveying method.

Important points to consider when making management and conservation decisions based

on a census survey of aquatic avifauna are discussed. These include taking into account

density, diversity, abundance and guilds, as well as the presence of heronries and other

breeding colonies. Some conservation and management recommendations are also made

specifically for the Middle Vaal River of which the following are the most important: the

control of pollution and boating, management of mallards not in captivity that may

interbreed with the Yellow-billed Duck, protection of heronries along the river,

conservation of landscapes and riparian vegetation surrounding the river. Observations

made on the White-backed Night Heron and some other rare species, as well as the high

numbers of the Goliath Heron and waterfowl, show that the Middle Vaal River should

maintain its status as a Sub-regional Important Bird Area. Ecotourism is an important part

of the Vredefort Dome and it can be used to make people more aware of the aesthetic

value and beauty of aquatic avifauna.
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UITTREKSEL

Omitologie behoort as 'n essensiele deel van ekologiese studies beskou te word. Voels

verskaf'n maklike manier om die toestand van 'n omgewing te monitor omdat hulle maklik

raakgesien word, dit makliker is om hulle te vind vergeleke met die meeste ander

taksonomiese groepe en voel taksonomie en verspreiding beter bekend is as die meeste

groter dier- of plantgroepe. Voeldiversiteit en -digtheid word beskou as goeie indikators

van omgewingswelstand in geheel, omdat voels in die meeste habitatte op land regoor die

wereld voorkom en sensitief is vir omgewingsveranderinge. Rekreasie is 'n onafskeidbare

deel van die Vaalrivier. Dit sal nie raadsaam wees om 'n ekologiese studie te doen sonder

om die invloed van rekreasie-aktiwiteite op die omgewing in berekening te bring nie.

Al is die Middel-Vaalrivier tans grootliks nog nie onder bewaring nie, is dit 'n verklaarde

Belangrike Voelarea op sub-streekvlak en is die Vredefortkoepel onlangs (2005) tot

Werelderfenisstatus verklaar.

Voelspesie data was vanaf April 2002 tot April 2003 by die Middel-Vaalrivier versamel.

Puntopnames was maandeliks by veertien liggings gedoen. Die data was gebruik om

relatiewe digthede en Shannonindekse te bereken, asook om sekere voeding-, nes- en

habitatgildes te identifiseer. Gebaseer op 'n bestaande model wat gebruik word om die

voorkoms van droogtes te bepaal, is wysigings aangebring om die voorspelling van die

seisonale voorkoms van voelspesies moontlik te maak.

Deurgaans deur die opname periode is 59 watergeassosieerde voelspesies waargeneem,

waarvan 51 spesies genoteer was ten tyde van 'n opname. Die totale getal individue

waargeneem in die studie was 5 428. Voelgetalle en spesierykheid word hoofsaaklik deur

menslike aktiwiteite en sekere habitat kenmerke beillvloed. volgens hulle relatiewe

digthede lewer die top vyftien spesies 'n bydrae van 90% tot die totale voelgetalle, teenoor

die 10% van die oorblywende 34 spesies. In geheel was tot die gevolgtrekking gekom dat
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het, Soos bepaal deur die Shannonindeks blyk al die studiegebiede 'n hoe diversiteit en

gelykheid van voels te handhaaf.

Volgens die model wat gebruik was om die seisoenale voorkoms van voels te voorspel was

'n suksessiepatroon van drie broeiende voelspesies gedurende die studieperiode by die

broeikolonie te Limerick waargeneem. Die studie beklemtoon die belangrike rol wat

broeikolonies speel om 'n groot deel van die akwatiese avifauna-bevolkings te onderhou.

In die toekoms kan die model gebruik word om voorspellings van die voelstatus op 'n

gegewe tyd of seisoen te maak.

Dit is belangrik om soveel faktore as moontlik te kombineer word wanneer bestuurs- en

bewaringsbesluite geneem word. Tydens die studie was daar nie net van diversiteit nie

gebruikgemaak, maar ook van voelgetalle, spesierykheid en sekere gildes. Daar word ook

voorgestel dat meer as een metode van opname gebruik moet word, afhangende van die

doelwit van die opname, omdat sekere spesies oor die hoof gesien kan word indien slegs

een opnamemetode gebruik word.

Belangrike aspekte om in ag te neem wanneer bestuurs- en bewaringsbesluite op grond van

'n sensusopname van akwatiese avifauna geneem word, word bespreek. Dit sluit in

digtheid, diversiteit, volopheid en gildes, asook die teenwoordigheid van broeikolonies.

Spesifieke voorstelle vir die bewaring en bestuur van die Middel-Vaalrivier word

weergegee, waarvan die volgende die belangrikste is: die beheer van besoedeling en

bootritte, bestuur van mallards nie in aanhouding nie wat met die Geelbekeend kan

hibridiseer, beskerming van broeikolonies langs die rivier en bewaring van landskappe en

oewerplantegroei wat die rivier omring. Waarnemings van die Witrugnagreier en ander

seldsame spesies, asook die hoe getalle van die Reusereier en ander watervoels, bewys dat

die Middel-Vaalrivier die status van 'n substreek Belangrike Voelarea kan behou.

Ekotoerisme is 'n belangrike deel van die Vredefortkoepel en kan gebruik word om mense

meer bewus te maak van die estetiese waarde en prag van akwatiese avifauna.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The quaint and serious Hamerkop stares intentfy at the suiface if the water. For most people this means that it's merefy searchingfor food,

but for the peopk if the Hottentot tribe this is when the bird can see reflections if thefuture, and knows who is shorlfy going to die. It will

thenfly to the home if the doomed, and utter its three warning cries. The Hamerkop will watchfor thefalling star that prophesies death, as

it falls above the area if the dwelling in which someone is about to die. When it sees this star, it will fly over the abode venting its mournful

cries. Indeed, the Hamerkop was held in great respect !?Jthe Hottentots. (Miller, 1979).

1.1 Generallntroduction

Water birds have long attracted the attention of people, whether for science, pure interest, or

superstitious belief. They have an exceptional beauty and interesting social behaviour, as

well as being abundant and visible. Apart from this, they also are of recreational and

economical importance. Recendy, birds have become important as indicators of wedand

quality, because of their sensitivity to change in their surroundings (Bibby etal., 2000), and as

parameters of restoration success and of regional biodiversity (Weller, 1999).

Freshwater systems have been altered since historical times. Rivers and lakes have been

modified by altering waterways, draining wedands, constructing dams and irrigation

channels, and establishing connections between water basins, such as canals and pipelines, to

transfer water. Modifications of rivers have gready altered the way rivers flow, flood, and act

on the landscape (Anon., 2000). Only in recent years have humans become aware of the

enormous damage being done to natural resources, with wedands and rivers being no

exception (Maidand etal., 1997).

Interest in preservation of unique wedands arose during the late 1800s and early 1900s (even

more recendy in South Africa) after recognition and concern over the loss of rare species

(Weller, 1999). Approximately 1 200 species of the world's birds (12% of the total) are

threatened with extinction, many of them because of environmental degradation (Anon.,

2001). South African scientists are working hard to protect species under threat and to find

ways in which the country's developmental needs and conservation can work together

(Anon., 2001). This is also what the Avian Demography Unit (ADU) situated in Cape Town,

South Africa, is attempting in their large-scale research and in being a partner of BirdLife
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South Africa (BLSA), who is leading the Important Bird Area programme (IBA) in southern

Africa.

Ornithology should be considered as an essential part of ecological studies. Birds provide an

easy way of monitoring the state of the environment, because they are easier to detect,

simpler to locate than many other taxonomic groups (Bibby et aI., 2000; Bibby, 2002), and

bird taxonomy and distribution are better known than for any other reasonably large group

of animals or plants (Bibby et aI., 1992; Bibby, 2002). Bibby (2002) considers the major

reason as their symbolic value and importance for humans that dates back for centuries.

Unfortunately there is still a lack in thorough studies of bird communities in many wetland

types, and at various temporal scales (Weller, 1999). Habitat quality will deteriorate as

negative impacts on the habitat increase, which in turn, will have an impact on the birds.

Since birds occur in most habitats on land throughout the world, and are sensitive to

environmental change (Bibby et aI., 1992), it renders bird diversity and density as good

indicators of overall environmental health (Mensing etaI., 1998). Some authors, however, are

of the opinion that bird density and population size data are biased on several aspects, as well

as expensive to obtain, and propose the use of habitat feature measurements to correlate

with such data (Weller, 1999). Morrison (1986) believes that the term indicator species is

applied too broadly and that birds respond only to certain general changes in environmental

factors.

1.2 Nature and human intervention

1.2.1 Diversity

A definition of biodiversity given by Sandlund et al. (1992) is the structural and functional

varietY of life forms at genetic, population, species, communitY and eco!)lstem levels.

A great variety of unique wildlife inhabits a very small surface area of the world. Some

20% of all bird species are confined to just 2% of the earth's land surface. This 2% also

accommodates 70% of the world's threatened birds and are of great importance for

mammals, reptiles, amphibians, plants, molluscs and insects (Bibby etaI., 1992).
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Studies of biodiversity are important to determine the relative importance of an area for

conservation purposes. Species richness, endemism, range- and biome-restrictedness

are four of the major criteria often used for assessing the conservational value of sites

(Tadesse et a/., 2001). As previously described, many studies have been done on using

birds as indicators of environmental/habitat health. The use of indicator/ flagship

species (e.g.birds or butterflies) for indicating changes in species richness or diversity of

all other animal groups is a different scenario, and is considered by Lawton et a/. (1998)

as highlYmisleading.They found that on average only 10-11% of the variation in species

richness of one group is predicted by the change in richness of another group.

According to them, this is because of the vast difference in ecological requirements

between some animal groups with an example of birds and nematodes used by them.

Other research again shows that, where known, hotspots for birds are generally of

importance for plants or other animals as well (Bibby et a/., 1992). Brooks et a/. (2001)

showed that IBAs for East Africa represented other terrestrial vertebrate species

effectively. This leads to the conclusion that it ultimately depends on the animal groups

and regions under consideration, how many hotspots of an indicator species are used

and what the aim of the study is (prendergast et a/., 1993; Faith and Walker, 1996).

However, the use of a particular species as a bio-indicator could be useful in the case

where rapid decisions have to be made about the protection of a site (Louette et a/.,

1995).

The measurement of ecological diversity is not as simple as might be expected (peet,

1974). A number of assumptions and decisions to consider when analysing data are the

following:

. Measurement of diversity requires a clear and unambiguous classification of the

subject matter

. All individuals assigned to a specific class are assumed equal

. All species or classes are assumed to be equally different

. Most diversity indices require an estimate of species importance

3
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Three levels of diversity are distinguished (Whittaker, 1972; Van Dyke, 2003). Alpha

diversity is the within-habitat or intra-community diversity that is the subject of the

present study. Beta or between-habitat diversity is defined as the change in species

composition along environmental gradients. Gamma diversity is the diversity of an

entire landscape and can be considered a composite of alpha and beta diversity. Peet

(1974) gives an in depth description of the following terminology necessary to be

understood when measuring diversity: species richness, heterogeneity and equitability

(evenness). These terms will be used in the same context in the discussion.

Much controversy exists about the usefulness and validity of diversity indices (or

heterogeneity indices as some may call it - see Peet, 1974) in the interpretation of

community data (Eberhardt, 1969; Hendrickson and Ehrlich, 1971; Hurlbert, 1971;

Whittaker, 1972; Peet, 1974; Cousins, 1991). Hendrickson and Ehrlich (1971) also

concluded that much work is still needed before species diversity can be related to the

theory of community stability and ecosystem structure. Two types of diversity measures

can be distinguished: cardinal and ordinal diversity measures (Cousins, 1991). Cardinal

indices treat each species as equal and then create the index by adding the species in

some way (widely used in environmental assessment of areas of habitat). Ordinal

indices treat each species as essentially different and create a representation of diversity

by ranking each species in an order of some kind (Cousins, 1991). The Shannon index

(which is a cardinal index) measures alpha diversity and is, for instance, applied to

counts of birds found at a particular location. Two of the assumptions applicable to the

Shannon index are that (1) the index is limited to one taxonomic group and that (2) all

species are equal (Cousins, 1991). The Shannon index is also one of the indices that

take number of species as well as their relative abundance into account, in contrast to

early indices that used only number of species to distinguish between samples

(Dickman, 1968).

1.2.2 Recreationalactivitiesas an Impact onwater birds

Tourism and ecotourism is a fast growing industry in southern Africa, creating jobs (in

1996, one out of 25 jobs was associated with tourism) and boosting the economy
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(Williams, 1990; Holt-Biddle, 1997). Especially activities like fishing, hunting and

studies of nature showed a remarkable growth rate in many countries (Williams, 1990).

The value of birds for economics lies in bird watching, hunting and ecotourism (Bibby,

2002).

Enormous demand is placed on freshwater bodies for recreational activities.

Predominantly, this is not for water bodies with poor quality already within urban areas,

or where the surrounding landscape is unattractive. It is wilder waters further away

(Maitland and Morgan, 1997) where the water is still natural, clear and mostly

undisturbed that are on demand. The preference for natural and undisturbed waters is

especially alarming as the world population is still growing (even though at a decreasing

rate) (Van Dyke, 2003), thus increasing pressures on pristine waterbodies. Some

recreational uses of freshwaterbodies have little effect (e.g.bathing), whilst many other

activities (e.g.wildfowl hunting, angling, sailing and power-boating) can cause pollution

and disturbance to plants and animals, frightening them away or even killing them

(Maitland and Morgan, 1997). When people continuously visit a site without directly

harming or frightening birds, they fortunately seem to habituate to some types of

disturbances (Weller, 1999).

Recreation is an inseparable part of the Vaal River. It will not be advisable to undertake

ecological studies without at least considering the effect of recreational activities on the

environment The activities that occur along the river have a noticeable effect on bird

numbers and diversity as observed in a pilot study conducted during 2001 (data not

shown). This effect of recreational activities on water birds is well illustrated by

Rowlands (1984) and Kalejta-Summers et aL (2001). Rowlands also noted that weather

conditions do not have a direct effect on the birds, but rather on the recreational

activities, which in turn has a secondary effect on the birds. Some of the activities at the

Vaal River include ecotourism, fishing, hunting, swimming, picnicking and boat

activities, e.g.powerboats, rowing boats and river rafting.

5
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1.2.3 Management/Conservation

What is the worth of caring and preserving species if they do not have any utilitarian

value to us as people? A question asked many times, and of which the answer lays in

the foundation of Christian belief: The Bible. In Genesis the phrase "God saw that it

was good," is stated six times preceding the creation of human beings. The blessing

"Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds increase upon the

earth" was given the ftrst time to non-human creatures (Genesis 1:22). Humankind is

created in the image of God and was instructed to care and keep watch over other

creatures for their good (Genesis 2:15). This aspect is dealt with by Van Dyke (2003).

Thus the conservation of species has an ethical foundation.

Van Dyke (2003) gives three fundamental concepts supporting the conservation of

creatures:

1. All living creatures possess intrinsic value.

2. The physical environment and the living organisms in natural ecosystems

perform vital services and produce goods essential to the continuance of human

civilisations. Further, the species within the ecosystems are vital for maintaining

their function and structure.

3. The physical environment and its creatures add value, knowledge and meaning to

the experience of being human, and to the appreciation of higher values and

virtues. An object has intrinsic value if the object is valuable on its own, not only

for its usefulness to humans or other species (all forms of life warrant respect

regardless of worth to people - McNeely, 1992) and the perception thereof

distinguish us as being human ry an Dyke, 2003).

The same applies to the value of biodiversity. As stated by Van Dyke (2003), Noah

preserved species at the time of the flood, not individual specimens, affIrming the

intrinsic value of biodiversity. Van Dyke (2003) also discussed four values of

biodiversity, namely ecocentric, instrumental, non-instrumental and moral values. Soule

(1985) presented four so-called normative postulates recognised by conservation

biology:
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1. Diversity of organisms is good and the untimely extinction of populations and

species is bad.

2. Ecological complexity is good.

3. Evolution is good.

4. Biotic diversity has intrinsic value, regardless of its utilitarian value.

Just as important as biodiversity, is the management of the habitat and landscape in

which species occur (Van Dyke, 2003). Species protection is totally useless without

suitable habitat (Hancock, 1999). Habitat protection is said to be the most desirable

approach to conserving biodiversity (Holt-Biddle, 1997). Fortunately, the latest

conservation strategies are primarily focused on the conservation of suitable habitat or

the assurance of its continued existence, whilst previously, species were legally

protected CWeller, 1999). Saab (1999) suggested a hierarchical approach to developing

conservation plans for riparian birds, namely 1) landscapes, 2) macro-habitat and 3)

micro- habitat

The conservation of organisms poses five problems that have to be dealt with by

conservation biologists (Van Dyke, 2003).

1. Conservation of genetic diversity: Four problems threaten the genetic diversity

and integrity of a population, namely inbreeding depression, genetic drift, fiXation

of harmful alleles (mutations) and hybridisation and introgression. At the Middle

Vaal River the latter is a problem posed by the Mallard (Anas p/aryrhymfJos)and

needs attention.

2. The conservation of species: The factors leading to the decline of a species

needs to be analysed and understood in order to make conservation decisions.

3. Conservation of habitat: The importance of taking the habitat in consideration

when conserving a species has been stressed previously. It is impossible to

understand processes that affect population growth without considering the

effects of habitat differences on population demography.

4. The management of landscapes through ecosystem processes: The heterogeneity

and ecological health of habitats are maintained primarily through ecosystem
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processes. Thus, the long-term preservation of biodiversity can occur only in

and through systems that provide sustainable levels of resources.

5. Sustainable development of human economies and human populations:

Economic development and human population growth are important factors to

take into account in conservation biology as all economies are based on supplies,

distribution and consumption of natural resources.

The mere devastation of rivers (also wetlands, forests and coastlines) continues at an

increasing rate and is usually the result of indifference, ignorance or greed (Hancock,

1999). Rivers have been much neglected in conservation protection, with more

preference being given to standing waters (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). This is

because of the greater complexity in protecting rivers, not because it is less worthy of

protection (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). Furthermore, aquatic environments are more

difficult to investigate and not as well studied as terrestrial environments. Because

aquatic habitats are so different from terrestrial ones, the problems associated with their

conservation also are vastly different ry an Dyke, 2003). Some challenges that may be

presented by freshwater habitats are eutrophication, acidification and habitat alteration

by non-indigenous species (e.g. water hyacinth). The management of the above-

mentioned challenges for the conservation of freshwater habitats is enunciated in Van

Dyke (2003). According to Van Dyke (2003), to set management and conservation

priorities, the causes of habitat loss and their effects on aquatic diversity must be

understood. Since aquatic species tend to show dramatic shifts in distribution over

relatively short time spans, managers must be able to make accurate determinations if

such changes represent the effects of habitat loss, environmental change or are simply

random events. These determinations are aided by the use of systematic assessments

and decision-making processes. According to Perrins et a/. (1991) the most practical

methods for the conservation of birds will be those that exploit comparison of

population density, trends and demographic parameters. Just as important is

information on environmental factors that affect the birds which can only be properly

interpreted if the ecological requirements of the species have been well studied (perrins

eta/., 1991).
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According to Maitland and Morgan (1997), it is important to take into account the

physical, chemical and biological factors that play an important role in a river ecosystem

for management decisions:

. For the physical environment the colour of water can give an indication of the

pureness of the natural system and the presence and quantity of suspended

matter. Temperature is also an important factor influencing the biology of

freshwater bodies, as temperature conditions (warm or cold) in water are much

more stable than in air. Water currents, and the possible control of it, can be an

important management tool as it often defIDes the nature of the substrate in a

water body.

. Living organisms create a dynamic system and cause the chemical environment

to change constantly. The amount of movement and mixing of the water is also

important for the chemical composition of the water body.

. For the biological environment, it is important to remember that just as living

organisms are affected by their environment, so some organisms are also

capable of altering their habitat, sometimes to their own detriment. For the

conservation of birds, most projects have mainly concentrated on improving

reproductive success, providing secure roosts or improving feeding conditions

(Maitland and Morgan, 1997).

Pollution is a poorly controlled problem created mostly by anthropogenic activities and

affects more water bodies than people may be aware of (Weller, 1999). The most

important contribution to human induced pollution is agriculture, industry and

domestic waste (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). Some recreational activities also cause

pollution, e.g.lead and oil from powerboats, anglers using lead weights and lead shot in

hunting activities causing saturnism in birds (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). Lead is

considered to be a widespread pollutant to wild birds (pain and Donald, 2002). Some

conservation efforts include, for instance, persuasion of hunters to replace lead shot in

their shotguns with steel or plastic shot (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). One of the

challenges in freshwater management listed previously, namely acidification, plays a
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major role in water polluted by some metallic ions such as aluminum, lead or cadmium

r:van Dyke, 2003). Metals like these tend to precipitate out of solution at lower pH

levels, causing a negative impact on fish and other populations r:van Dyke, 2003).

Although there have been enormous advances in pollution control of point source

discharges, this is not the case with non-point sources, e.g. fertilisers, herbicides and

pesticides and acid deposition (Maidand and Morgan, 1997). These need to be

approached at a larger scale in national or international programmes. Most freshwater

habitats will fortunately respond positively to sensible management procedures,

ameliorating the various anthropogenic activities affecting it (Maidand and Morgan,

1997).

To prevent the extinction of a species it is necessary to remove the threat, but when this

is no longer enough, remedial actions must be implemented (perrins et a!., 1991). Four

principle tasks performed by waterfowl managers are proposed by Perrins et a!. (1991)

and include the following:

. Proposing legislation, drafting regulations and encouraging their enforcement.

. Site management.

. Monitoring demographic variations in waterfowl and in activities of waterfowl

hunters.

. Planning, informing the public, co-operating or competing with other groups

with interests in wedands and waterfowl, supporting research and using its

fmdings.

Steps that need to be taken to diagnose external causes of a population decline and

identifying effective remedies are outlined by Green (2002). Fortunately there are a

number of effective international biodiversity prioritising programmes already in place,

which are oudined by Thompson (2001), and include the following: Endemic Bird

Areas, Important Bird Areas, Biodiversity Hotspots and the Global 200 Ecoregion

programme. A great deal of research has been done on analysing ecosystems for

conservation and many proposals have been presented on how to approach the

implementation of conservation and management programmes (e.g. Maidand and
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Morgan, 1997; Lougheed et aI., 1999; Baillie et aI., 2000; Brouwer, 2001; Van Dyke,

2003).

1.3 Aquatic birds

The term water birds is often used for various bird groups commonly identified by habitat or

resource related descriptors, e.g.divers, waterfowl, waders, shorebirds, littoral or water-edge

birds, aquatic birds, coastal birds and estuarine birds ~ eller, 1999). In this dissertation,

water birds, aquatic birds and aquatic avifauna are used in the same context to refer to all

water-associatedbirds encountered during the course of the study. All of the geographical area

in which a taxon may be seen is not necessarily habitat (area used by the bird), as the bird

may pass through less-than-suitable areas to locate the suitable ones ~eller, 1999).

Almost any bird that happens to be at a wetland or river may occasionally exploit wetland

resources such as water or food opportunistically ~eller, 1999), which may cause confusion

in defining the term water birds. This illustrates the amazing adaptability of birds. Obligate

wetland birds is a term used to describe birds that have difficulty surviving without water, e.g.

ducks and geese, or make regular use of wetlands or other water resources, e.g.divers. Some

other taxa or groups spend much of their time in dry upland fields, but their morphological

adaptations of bill, feet and legs show adaptation to wet areas and most nest in association

with freshwater (e.g.some storks, plovers and cranes). Shorebirds tend to exploit mudflats

and other shoreline vegetation and some are even adapted to drier sites near water, e.g.Grey

Plover (Pluvialissquatarola). Many species use woody vegetation of the shallows or water's

edge, like shrubby willows or trees like mangroves; often these same species use plants of

similar structure in drier areas (e.g.some finches and warblers). Such habitat use by many

birds is more opportunistic; most swallows use wetlands as feeding and roosting areas.

Diurnal predators like harriers and some owls are even less clearly tied to water as they lack

specific adaptations to water, but use wet areas such as marshes, wet prairie or flooded

meadows for nesting and perhaps because of food availability. They are not restricted to

wetlands and may nest in uplands as well. Some upland birds use wetlands only when they

are not wet and are not considered wetland birds at all: e.g.some doves may nest and feed in
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a dry wetland CWeller,1999). Appendix 1 outlines the major bird groups encountered during

the present surveys.

Aquatic birds exploit a vast range of food sources including amphibians, reptiles, fish,

wetland mammals, some vegetation and invertebrates CWeller,1999). Some are specialists in

their foraging behaviour, but most are generalists. Specialists are highly successful and

competitive in one or few types of habitat (or food) and are very sensitive to habitat loss

which could lead to an endangered status, whilst generalists can exploit a variety of habitats

(or foods) rendering them less sensitive to extinction through habitat loss (Van Dyke, 2003).

Just as important as a place to drink and feed for aquatic birds, is a place for resting CWeller,

1999). Thus, if counted, a bird is not necessarily busy foraging, but could also only use the

site for resting. The way birds rest differs between species: some float on the water, some

perch on emergent or riparian vegetation and some sit on mats of submerged vegetation.

1.4 Study Area

1.4.1 General

Dams are the most significant physical impact on freshwater systems. These

impoundments slow down the water velocity in river systems, converting many of them

to chains of connected reservoirs. Rivers, lakes and wetlands contain only 0.01% of the

world's freshwater (Anon., 2000) and freshwater occupies only 0.1% of the earth's

water surface (Maitland and Morgan, 1997), yet freshwater is essential to human welfare,

e.g.for drinking, transport, irrigation, energy and as a vehicle to eliminate waste material.

Aquatic biota provides important food resources and utilisable materials (e.g.reeds for

thatching) (Maitland and Morgan, 1997).

Freshwater bodies are dynamic systems. Not only are their organisms affected by

anthropogenic activities, but the plants and animals also interact and may influence both

the habitat and one another (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). Appreciation of wetland and

river values has come slowly to most developed nations, initially as part of the

conservation movement and more recently through recognition of the ecological and

economic values of wetland ecosystems.
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Fresh, open waters are classified into standing (ponds and lakes) and running waters

(streams and rivers) of which the latter frequendy have one or more standing waters

along their length (Maidand and Morgan, 1997). Riverine wedands, like those found in

the Vaal River, are home to an abundance of wildlife. The wet grasslands surrounding

the Vaal River are also important for water purification and stream flow regulation -

acting as sponges that soak up water during the rainy season and releasing the water into

the river when the dry season comes. This ensures a steady supply of moisture to

regulate the delicate balance of the ecosystem. This sensitive wedand near the Vaal

Barage is being threatened by proposals for coal mining. This entails huge excavations

and high noise-levels and may prove fatal for the environment and other business

interests in the area (Anon., 1999). Burton et al. (2002) found that construction work

can have a long-term effect on the density of certain aquatic bird species and this can

just as well be the case with any mining activity. Fortunately the proposals were not

approved.

1.4.2 Middle Vaal River

The Middle Vaal River is a 100 km stretch of river between Vanderbijlpark (S 27°40': E

27°50') and Orkney (S 26°50': E 26°40') (see Fig 1.1). The river drops from 1 481 m

a.s.l. at Vanderbijlpark to 1 306 m a.s.l. at Orkney (Barnes, 1998). This area falls under

the dry sandy highveld grassland biome covering the dry western parts of the Free State

and south-eastern parts of North-West Province, of which only 0.28% are conserved

(Low and Robelo, 1998). Summer rainfall averages 450 mm per annum according to

Low and Robelo (1998) (400-600 mm - Acocks, 1988), and temperatures vary between

-11 and 41°C (Low and Robelo, 1998). The conservation status of this biome is

considered very poor (Low and Robelo, 1998).

Some parts of the Vaal River and its riparian biota are still quite natural as opposed to

other parts that have been severely altered by human activities. The water levels range

from very deep (> 3 m) and slow moving to very shallow « 1 m) and fast moving, with
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rocky parts scattered throughout the whole area. Some parts of the river continuously

divide into smaller rivulets creating a wide variety of habitats and faunal diversity.
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Unfortunately, the Vaal is under constant threat due to the ever-growing water demands

of the Vaal River system and impacts from mining and agricultural industries.

Not many studies have been conducted on the ecology and status of the birds of the

Middle Vaal River. No published scientific literature was found, except what was

written about the IBA status of the area in Barnes (1998). Indeed, southern African

rivers are among the most poorly studied avian habitats (Simmons and Allan, 2002).

1.4.3 VredefortDome

The Middle Vaal River meanders through the hills of Vredefort near Parys (Fig. 1.1,

inset), flowing from north-east to west. The Vredefort Dome is well known because of

its worldwide recognition as one of the largest and oldest meteorite impact sites on

earth. It was estimated that the meteorite that caused this upliftment of rocky layers

was some 10 km in diameter and vaporised 70 km3 of rock on impact (Gaylard, 2005).

The Vredefort structure is of outstanding scientific importance, because it still is

recognisable and was not obliterated by natural processes like other impact scars and

erosion (Coetzee, 2001, pers. comm.). Considering this, it is not surprising that the

proposal made for gold mining in the Vredefort Dome area was met with resistance

from the private landowners. Mining will have a definite influence on the environment

and its biodiversity, and in this way will affect tourism negatively. Because of the

unique composition of fauna and flora and geological traits of this area, as well as the

rich anthropological and archaeological heritage, the request submitted (2004) in order

to declare the Vredefort Dome as a World Heritage Site was successful in 2005.

1.4.4 ImportantBirdArea (IBA)

In order to assist to the successful conservation and maintenance of the existing bird

biodiversity of southern Africa, certain sites were identified as Important Bird Areas

(IBA's) by Birdlife South Africa. The aim of the IBA program is to identify and protect

a network of sites, on a biogeographic scale, critical for the long-term viability of

naturally occurring bird populations, across the range of those bird species for which a

site-based approach is appropriate (Barnes, 1998). Sites were selected and categorised
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by using scientifically defensible, quantitative criteria. Sites should ideally be large

enough to support self-sustaining populations of as many of the species for which it

was identified, or, in the case of migrants, provide their requirements for the duration of

their presence. The criterion used for category C1 (Nationally threatened species: Sub-

regional IBA) is for instance, that the site regularly holds significant numbers of a

nationally threatened, or other species of national conservation concern (Barnes, 1998-

see Appendix 2 for an overview of categories and their criteria). As a result of analyses

and surveys of IBA's, a large number of sites have been brought on the conservation

agenda for the first time (Fishpool, 2001). Fishpool (2001) summarised some of the

main threats generally affecting IBA's in twenty countries, which includes the following:

commercial logging (20%), over-exploitation (47%), agricultural encroachment/habitat

clearance (51%), overgrazing (14%), mining (9%), pollution (7%), other (14%) and

unknown (4%). Based on own observations these threats could be arranged for the

Vaal River from highest to lowest actual and potential impact as follows: pollution ~

agricultural encroachment/ habitat clearance ~ overgrazing ~ over-exploitation ~

mining ~ commercial logging.

Because of the occurrence of a significant population of the nationally threatened

White-backed Night-Heron (Gorsachiusleucono/us),the Middle Vaal River was declared an

Important Bird Area (IBA) on sub-regional level (category C1), although still

unprotected. The area also supports a substantial number of waterfowl and Goliath

Heron (Ardeagolia/h)(Barnes, 1998). The IBA included all adjacent privately owned

properties on either side of the river. Despite the rich bird diversity there is a lack in

published information concerning studies of this nature in this region.

1.5 Projectaims

Ecological bird studies are largely neglected in the North West Province (except those done

at Baberspan and Potchefstroom), although a large number of aquatic ornithological studies

are and were conducted in the Cape Province and other parts of the world. Most of the

research on water birds was done at wedands and not on rivers as such. Given the obvious

lack of information on the Vaal River birds it does, however, emerge through more intensive
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investigation that there is unpublished data that were gathered by some people (although not

necessarily in scientific format) over the past few years. Some of this data could provide

valuable information for some ecological studies.

Currently the Middle Vaal River is unprotected, but the recent promotion of the Vredefort

Dome area to World Heritage status in 2005 gave at least protection to a part thereo£ The

data generated by this project will contribute to baseline information for future ecological

studies and conservation for which there is great potential. Ecotourism is an important part

of the Middle Vaal River, especially in the Vredefort Dome region, and this economic

activity may benefit from information that emphasise the ecological and faunistic importance

of the area.

In this project, the aim was to make a census survey of the various water-associated bird

species (WABS) of the Middle Vaal River. This information will be used to:

1. re-evaluate the IBA status of the site and point out any deficiencies in the current

knowledge of the aquatic avifaunal status of the Middle Vaal River;

2. determine the diversity and abundance of the WABS of the Middle Vaal River and

comment on the effect that various activities occurring along the river have on them;

3. determine if the study area holds any other threatened WABS or which are of any

conservational concern and were not listed previously;

4. use a model to predict seasonal variation in a heronry;

5. make conservation and/or management recommendations; and,

6. improve bird species lists.
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2 METHODS

2.1 Field vvork

Data were gathered from April 2002 to April 2003. Fourteen sites were selected and point

surveys conducted at monthly intervals (see Appendix 3 for form used during surveys). The

sites covered most of the Middle Vaal River study area (Fig. 1.1) and included most of its

habitat.

2.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of point counts

The advantages and disadvantages of using point counts are the following (Bibby et aI.,

2000):

ADVANTAGES

. Suitable for conspicuous birds in woody or scrubby habitats.

. Suitable for study of extensive areas.

. More efficient in terms of data collected per unit effort than mapped censuses.

. May be more appropriate than transects in areas where access is poor or where habitat

is very fme-grained.

· Have special value in habitat studies when habitat is measured at the counting points.

. Data can be analysed using Distance software.

· By waiting at each point, there is slighrly more time to detect and identify difficult

birds than in transects.

· There is the advantage of being able to concentrate on birds without the noise and

distraction of avoiding obstacles while walking in certain habitats.
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DISADVANTAGES

. Do not provide the level of detail of mapped counts.

. Less efficient in terms of data collected per unit effort than transect counts.

. Transects may be more suitable in open country or large-scale habitats with good

access.

. A relative large amount of time is spent travelling between survey points.

. Bias arising from disturbance by the observer is more of a concern in point counts.

The decision to use point counts instead of transect surveys with a boat was based upon

the initial experience of very strong stream flow and occasional floods during the rainfall

season. The river also constandy divides into smaller rivulets at some parts which caused

the team to get lost on the river. Another consideration for the selection of sites was

accessibility to the river. This may have caused bias in the sense that the habitat used for

recording is not necessarily representative of the surrounding habitat, in which case

randomly selected or systematically laid out points would have been more appropriate

(see Bibby etaI.,2000).

2.1.2 Assumptions for point count methods

The following assumptions are applicable to point counts (Bibby etaI.,2000):

. Birds do not approach or flee the observer.

. Birds are 100%detectable at the observer's location.

. Birds do not move from their 'snapshot' location before detection.

. Birds behave independendy of one another.

. Violations of the above assumptions do not interact with habitat or elements of study

design.

. Distance/interval estimates are accurate.
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. Birds are fully and correcdy identified.

Everything possible was done to ensure that the last two assumptions under observer

control were carried out correcdy. The other assumptions are inherent in any study of

this nature.

2.1.3 Data and observations

Distances grouped into two bands (0 - rand r- inf111ity)were applied for this survey (Fig.

2.1) with band 1 at a radius of 200 m from the observer. This distance (band 1) was the

same for all survey points in order for the sites to be comparable. The reason for

dividing the survey sites into bands was due to the decline in detectability of species with

an increase in distance from the observer (Sutherland, 1999; Bibby et aL, 2000). For this

purpose, birds flying overhead were also recorded in band 2. For this study semi-circular

plots were used because the study was concerned with aquatic avifauna only, which

required the observer to record all water birds viewed from the bank of the river on the

left-hand side of the viewer up to the bank on the right-hand side (Fig. 2.1) (Bibby, 2000).
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The observation team consisted of 2 - 4 observers including the record keeper. During

this survey the observers were undergoing bird ringing training and achieved A-permit

status. The number of birds counted per site was not overwhelming and shouldn't have

any marked effect on the census results when observers varied between two and four. As

the surveys were limited to the mornings, counting had to be done over the span of two

days each month (Similar to the methodology employed by Weller (1994) and Saab

(1999». In order to minimise bias arising from birds fleeing from the observers

recording started immediately upon arrival at each site and lasted for approximately ten

minutes (see 2.1.2). It was found that ten minutes were more than enough time to record

all birds in sight. In fact, a longer recording time would have biased the survey again

because of birds moving into the site from elsewhere or double counting of birds that

have moved. Counting time was only exceeded in case of difficulty in identifying certain

individuals due to distance or obstruction (see 2.1.1). To minimise variation in bird

behavioural activity associated with time of day, sites were visited at similar times as far as

possible for each monthly visit. The birds were recorded as WABS according to the

Coordinated WAter bird Count (CWAC) list of BLSA. For the purpose of more accurate

density measures, the more elusive WABS (e.g. Reed Warblers (AtTOcephalusspp.) and

Levaillant's Cisticola (Cisticolatinniens» were not counted. In addition to the census

records of the water birds, all other water birds encountered at any time in the

surroundings of the river were also recorded for the improvement of the water bird

species list of the area. Both scientific and common names of birds follow Sinclair et al.

(2002) (Table 3.1).

by the observers According to the river depth and presence of vegetation four habitat

types were subjectively identified from the study area. Each census site was listed under

the type most descriptive of its habitat (Fig. 2.2 a-d). These are combinations of some of

the descriptors creating suitable feeding conditions for birds which were also used by

Weller (1999) to classify bird habitats. They are the following:

. Deepopenwater.

. Deepwaterwithvegetationpresent.
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. Shallow open water.

. Shallow water with vegetation present.

In this study deep water was defined by the observers as water that is visibly very deep

and slower flowing, whilst shallow water was characterised by faster flowing water of

which the bottom was visible (1 m and less). The vegetation refers specifically to islands

that may be present or any other overhanging vegetation at the site.

2.2 Addltionallnformation

The following additional information was gathered during the census to point out any

unusual weather conditions on certain days or other important factors at specifics sites that

may have an effect on bird numbers:

1. GPS readings;

2. Anthropogenic disturbances, e.g.housing, boating, fishing or littering;

3. Wind intensity using the Beaufort scale of winds (Table 2.1);

4. Air and water temperature measured by using alcohol thermometers;
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Figure2.2a-d: Examplesof the four habitat types along the Middle Vaal River. A, deep water and vegetation; B,deep and open water; C, shallow water and

vegetation; D,shallow and open water.
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5. Any conditions that differed between days, e.g.rain or overcast conditions;

6. Presence of nesting sites and breeding colonies (especially heronries).

Table2.1: The Beaufort scale of winds.

(Sutherland, 1999)

2.3 Analyses

The following computer programs were used for data analyses:

. MicrosrftExcel: for constructing graphs.

. Primer5: for determining bird diversity.

. Map Viewer5: for constructing maps.

. Statistica5: for determining seasonal variation in heronry data.

The bird data gathered was used to calculate relative densities (birds/ha) of the aquatic

avifauna to determine the top fifteen species occurring most frequendy along the Middle

Vaal River (see formula below). For the determination of the top 15 species per hectare,

however, the heronry data from Limerick were excluded. The data were also used to

determine if any of the conservation important species (other than the White-backed Night-

Heron) were present.

Formulaused to calculate relative density for each species (SutherJand, 1999):

n,+n2

[

nl+n

J
Density= In --

rrr2m n2

Where:

r =radius of firstzone (the second extends from r to CO)

n, = number of birds counted within r
n2 =number of birds counted beyond r
m =number of replicate points in the set
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Beaufortnumber Winddescription Velocity (km/hour)

0 Calm <2

1 light air 2-5

2 light breeze 6-12

3 Gentle breeze 13-20

4 Moderate breeze 21-29



--

It was decided to use one of the more commonly used diversity indices, the Shannon index,

as part of the data analyses. Although care should be exercised in the way that diversity

indices are used (it can create an ambiguous impression about the ecological status of an

area), it still gives an indication of diversity differences between sites or habitats. The use of

one diversity index may seem to produce a lower diversity difference between two habitats

when compared with others (Hurlbert, 1971), but it will still be evident which one of the two

habitats has the higher diversity and may be of importance in management and conservation

decisions. Species richness and evenness also tend to be influenced by the number of

samples taken and the size of the area sampled ry an Dyke, 2003).

The decision to use the Shannon index to analyse alpha and beta diversity (Whittaker, 1972)

was based on the following reasons:

1) The Shannon formula gives more weight to the evenness of the rarer species. In

other words, the Shannon index is most sensitive to changes in the importance of the

rarer species (peet, 1974). In this study, rarer species was deemed an important factor

for future conservation decisions.

2) The Shannon formula is relatively independent of sample size and valid for an infinite

sample (peet, 1974; Whittaker, 1972). Since the census used in this study was

conducted with two bands of which the second stretched to infinity, it implies that the

sample size will also be infinite.

As stated by Cousins (1991) any of the cardinal diversity indices (see section 1.2.1) can be

used within mass classes because species can be treated as different when they fall in

different mass categories. Thus, the Shannon index was also applied to the species biomass.

Shannon formula:

s

H=-I PiInPi
i=1

One-way ANOV A was performed on bird abundance results. The post-hoc comparison

was done using the Tukey HSD (Honestly Significantly Different) test because of the equal

group sizes of the data.
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2.4 Selection of bird groups and guilds

The selection of bird groups was based on the birds most frequently observed and the

overall behaviour and habitat preference of birds (fable 2.2). Birds excluded from the

groups are African Fish Eagle, Brown-throated Martin, Burchell's Coucal, Grey-headed Gull,

Whiskered Tern and White-throated Swallow. Some birds utilise almost the same kind of

habitat e.g.shallow (waders) or deep (ducks and geese) water, or they tend to have the same

sort of behaviour e.g.perching or hovering (kingfishers) or deep diving for food (darters,

cormorants, grebes).

Table 2.2: Bird species of the Middle Vaal Riverincorporated into selected groups. See Table 3.1 for scientific
names.
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African Black Duck ,,/

African Darter ,,/

African Jacana ,,/

African Spoonbill ,,/

Black Croke ,,/

Black Heron ,,/

Black-crowned Night-Heron ,,/

Black-headed Heron ,,/

Blacksmith Lapwing ,,/

Black-winged Stilt ,,/

Brown-hooded Kingfisher ,,/

Catlle Egret ,,/

Common Moorhen ,,/

Common Sandpiper ,,/

Egyptian Goose ,,/

Giant Kingfisher ,,/

Glossy Ibis ,,/

Goliath Heron ,,/

Great Crested Grebe ,,/

Great Egret ,,/

Green-backed Heron ,,/

Grey Heron ,,/

Hadeda Ibis ,,/

Hamerkop ,,/

Little Bittern ,,/

Little Egret ,,/

Little Grebe ,,/



---

The selection of feeding guilds was difficult because of the great variation in the food

preference of especially the non-specialised feeders (according to Maclean (1993), for

instance, the Common Moorhen (Gallinula chloropus)utilises water plants, seeds, berries,

molluscs, worms, arachnids, insects, tadpoles, offal and carrion while the Sacred Ibis

(ThreskiornisaethioPicus)utilises arthropods, small mammals, nestling birds, eggs of birds and

crocodiles, molluscs, frogs, small reptiles, offa~ carrion and seeds). Most species have

generalised feeding habits with only a few species being more specialised. However, bird

species were divided into the following feeding guilds according to their main food source as

described by Maclean (1993) (Table 2.3).

. Plants: species mainly utilising plants as a food source.

. Invertebrates: species mainly utilising invertebrates as a food source.

. Invertebrates and/or vertebrates: species mainly utilising both invertebrates and

vertebrates or only vertebrates as food source (only two species, the African Fish
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Malachite Kingfisher ./

Mallard ./

MarshSandpiper ./

Pied Kingfisher ./

Purple Heron ./

Red-billed Teal ./

Red-knobbedCoot ./

ReedCormorant ./

Ruff& Reeve ./

SacredIbis ./

South African Shelduck ./

SouthernPochard ./

Spur-wingedGoose ./

Squacco Heron ./

Three-bandedPlover ./

White-breasted Cormorant ./

White-facedDuck ./

Yellow-billed Duck ./

TOTAL 9 12 5 4 5 6 4



Eagle (Haliaeetus vociferyand Goliath Heron, utilise vertebrates only as their main food

source and were classified into this group).
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Table2.3: Birdspecies of the Middle Vaal Riverincorporated into selected feeding guilds. See Table 3.1 for scientific

names.
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African Black Duck v'

African Darter
I

v'

African Fish Eagle v'

African Jacana v'

African Spoonbill I v'

Black Croke v'

Black Heron v'

Black-crowned Night-Heron v'

Black-headed Heron v'

Blacksmith Lapwing v'

Black-winged Stilt v'

Brown-hooded Kingfisher I v'

Brown-throated Martin v'

Burchell's Coucal

I

v'

Cattle Egret v'

Common Moorhen v'

Common Sandpiper I v'

Egyptian Goose v'

Giant Kingfisher v'

Glossy Ibis v'

Goliath Heron v'

Great Crested Grebe v'

Great Egret v'

Green-backed Heron v'

Grey Heron v'

Grey-headed Gull v'

Hadeda Ibis v'

Hamerkop v'

Little Bittern v'

Little Egret v'

Little Grebe v'

Malachite Kingfisher v'

Mallard v'

Marsh Sandpiper v'

Pied Kingfisher
I

v'

Purple Heron v'

Red-billed Teal v'

Red-knobbed Coot v'



--- -

Because of the wide variety of nesting sites that birds use (Maclean, 1993), it was rather

difficult to assign species to nesting guilds. Eventually species were divided into nesting

guilds based on their main nesting sites as commonly observed during the study period on

the Middle Vaal River (Table 2.4). White-throated Swallows (Hirundo albigularis)were

excluded, because they were the only water-associated species encountered using rocks,

buildings and bridges for nesting purposes. It was considered deemed to include only one

species on its own in a group. The Litde Bittern (Ixobryehusminutus)was the only species

using reeds only for breeding and was, therefore, assigned to the trees & reeds guild. Non-

breeding migrating species, the Common Sandpiper (Aetids hypoleueos),Marsh Sandpiper

(Tringastagnatilis)and Ruff (Philomachuspugnax), were also excluded from the nesting guilds as

they breed extra-limital. The following nesting guilds were selected:

. Trees: birds that mainly use trees to breed in (e.g.Hamerkop (S,-opusumbretta)).

. Water: birds that mainly use water as a breeding site, constructing nests on the water

(e.g.Red-knobbed Coot (Fulieacristata)).

. Ground: birds mainly breeding anywhere on the ground, even if it is between reeds,

under a bush or on the bank of the river (most of the ducks).
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Reed Cormorant ./

Ruff & Reeve ./

Sacred Ibis ./

South African Shelduck ./

SouthernPochard ./

Spur-wingedGoose ./

Squacco Heron ./

Three-bandedPlover ./

WhiskeredTern ./

White-breasted Cormorant ./

White-facedDuck ./

White-throated Swallow ./

Yellow-billed Duck ./

TOTAL 8 13 29



. Trees & reeds: birds preferring reeds just as much as trees for breeding (most of the

herons and egrets).

. Sandbanks: birds usually breeding in the banks of the river or other banks available

(mosdy the kingfishers).

Table2.4: Birdspecies of the Middle Vaal Riverincorporated into nesting guilds. See Table 3.1 for scientific names.
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African Black Duck .;'

African Darter .;'

African FishEagle .;'

African Jacana .;'

African Spoonbill .;'

Black Croke .;'

Black Heron .;'

Black-crowned Night-Heron .;'

Black-headed Heron .;'

Blacksmith Lapwing .;'

Black-winged Stilt .;'

Brown-hooded Kingfisher .;'

Brown-throated Martin .;'

Burchell'sCoucal .;'

Cattle Egret .;'

Common Moorhen .;'

Egyptian Goose .;'

Giant Kingfisher .;'

Glossy Ibis .;'

Goliath Heron .;'

Great Crested Grebe .;'

Great Egret .;'

Green-backed Heron .;'

Grey Heron .;'

Grey-headed Gull .;'

Hadeda Ibis .;'

Hamerkop .;'

Little Bittern .;'

Little Egret .;'

Little Grebe .;'

Malachite Kingfisher .;'

Mallard .;'

Pied Kingfisher .;'

Purple Heron .;'

Red-billed Teal .;'

Red-knobbed Coot .;'



Habitat guilds were also defined according to the description in Maclean (1993), but again,

because of extensive overlapping habitat preferences of different species, guilds (fable 2.5)

were selected as the habitat most likely to be used as based on observations during the study

period.

. Most/any size of inland waters: defmed as generalised species exploiting almost any

kind of inland water, either big or small.

. Deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation: species usually utilising

deeper waters with marginal vegetation or fringing and floating plants as habitat.

. Shorelines/shallow waters: birds mosdy seen wading on shorelines or in shallow

waters (e.g.some herons and waders).

. Terrestrial & aquatic habitat: species able to exploit both terrestrial and aquatic

habitats.

Table2.5: Birdspecies of the Middle Vaal Riverincorporated into selected habitat guilds. See Table 3.1 for scientific
names.
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Reed Cormorant ./

Sacred Ibis ./

South AfricanShelduck ./

Southern Pochard ./

Spur-winged Goose ./

Squacco Heron ./

Three-banded Plover ./

WhiskeredTern ./

White-breasted Cormorant ./

White-faced Duck ./

Yellow-billedDuck ./

TOTAL 7 6 14 15 5
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African Black Duck ./

African Darter ./

African FishEagle ./
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African Jacana ./

AfricanSpoonbill ./

BlackCrake ./

BlackHeron ./ ./

Black-crownedNight-Heron ./

Black-headedHeron ./

BlacksmithLapwing ./

Black-wingedStilt ./

Brown-hoodedKingfisher ./

Brown-throatedMartin ./

Burchell'sCoucal ./

Cattle Egret ./

CommonMoorhen ./

CommonSandpiper ./

EgyptianGoose ./

GiantKingfisher ./

GlossyIbis ./

GoliathHeron ./

GreatCrestedGrebe ./

Great Egret ./

Green-backedHeron ./

GreyHeron ./

Grey-headedGull ./

Hadeda Ibis ./

Hamerkop ./

LittleBittern ./

LittleEgret ./

LittleGrebe ./

MalachiteKingfisher ./

Mallard ./

MarshSandpiper ./

PiedKingfisher ./

PurpleHeron ./

Red-billedTeal ./

Red-knobbedCoot ./

ReedCormorant ./

Ruff& Reeve ./

SacredIbis ./

SouthAfricanShelduck ./

SouthernPochard ./

Spur-wingedGoose ./

SquaccoHeron ./

Three-bandedPlover ./

WhiskeredTern ./

White-breastedCormorant ./



2.5 Modelling for seasonal variation

A model used to determine the occurrence of droughts (Zucchini et aI., 1984; Zucchini etaI.,

1991) was used in amended form (Underhill, 2003, pers. comm.; Steyn, 2004, pers. comm.)

to model and predict heronry data over time (monthly over a year). This model was also

used by Underhill etal. (1992) for the prediction of seasonal patterns of bird numbers.

For each month, the numbers for each of the three species breeding at the heronry at

Limerick were pooled. Theta (6, each month representing a fraction of 3600 relative to the

whole year) was calculated from the survey dates as follows (Underhill, 2003, pers. comm.;

Steyn, 2003, pers. comm.):

8 =

[

_~ate

]
2TT

364

Date:
Use day of year (1-364) starting 1 April 2002-2003
1" survey:
14thof April = day 14 of year
2ndsurvey:
10thof May = 10 + 31 = day 41 of year
Last survey:
Date was calculated as if starting from day one again as it
was the start of the next year starting April 2003-2004

The purpose of this method was to obtain a continuous line of surveys that flow

automatically from one year into the next (2002 - 2003) by using degrees.
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White-faced Duck ./

White-throated Swallow ./

Yellow-billedDuck ./

TOTAL 10 20 10 11



NOTE:

A 4th grade polynomial equation was used (because of four seasons present) to fit through

the data in the discussion, but purely for illustrational purposes, NOT for a scientific reason.

Using the same spreadsheet, cosine 6, sine 6, cosine 26 and sine 26 were calculated, and the

columns named as Cl, Sl, C2, and S2. Then the logs of all the counts were calculated as

log10 + 1. Next, the spreadsheet was saved as a *.csv fIle in Excel. This allowed the fIle to

be imported into Statistica. Variable names were changed as required. See Appendix 4 for

step-by-step description of the procedure followed in Statistica.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Introduction

The water-associated birds found at the Middle Vaal River and their counts are listed in

Table 3.1. The few species observed at times other than during surveys are also listed,

although no counts were available for them. During the survey period, 59 WABS were

recorded, of which 51 species were recorded during the actual counting times, with an

overall total of 5428 individuals.
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Table 3.1: Recorded WABSof the Middle Vaal River during the period of April 2002 - April 2003. Bold face: Top 15

species (see Fig. 3.2); Ob: species observed outride regular point counts; R#: Roberts number following Sinclair et 0/.

(2002).

RI English name Scientificname Totalcount Migrant

6 Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus 2

8 LittleGrebe (Dabchlck) Tachybaptus ruficollis 87

50 Pink-backed Pelican Pelecanus rufescens Ob

55 White-breastedCormorant Pha/acrocorax lucidus 611

58 Reed Cormorant Pha/acrocorax africanus 518

60 AfricanDarter Anhinga rufa 790

62 Grey Heron Ardea cinerea 25

63 Black-headed Heron Ardea melonocepha/a 5

64 Goliath Heron Ardea goliath 38

65 Purple Heron Ardea purpurea 3

66 Great Egret Egretta alba

67 Little Egret Egretta garzetta 58

68 Yellow-billed Egret Egretta intermedia Ob

69 Black Heron Egretta ardesiaca

71 Cattle Egret Bubu/cus ibis 150

72 Squacco Heron Ardeo/a ral/oides 12

74 Green-backed Heron Butorides striatus 12

76 Black-crowned Night-Heron Nycticorax nycticorax 3

77 White-backed Night-Heron · Gorsachius leuconotus Ob



--- ----
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R# English name Scientific name Total count Migrant

78 Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus 4

80 Eurasian Bittern · Botaurus stel/aris Ob

81 Hamerkop Scopus umbretta 24

91 Sacred Ibis Threskiornisaethiopicus 199

93 GlossyIbis Plegadis fa/cinel/us 22

94 Hadeda Ibis Bostrychia hagedash 257

95 African Spoonbill P/ata/ea alba

99 White-faced Duck Dendrocygna viduata 28

102 EgyptianGoose A/opochen aegyptiacus 600

103 South African Shelduck Tadorna cana 8

104 Yellow-billedDuck Anas undu/ata 466

105 African BlackDuck Anas sparsa 176

108 Red-billed Teal Anas erythrorhyncha 4

113 Southern Pochard Netta erythrophtha/ma 5

116 Spur-winged Goose Pledropterus gambensis 48

148 African FishEagle Haliaeetus vocifer 32

213 BlackCroke AmaurornisfIavirostra 28

226 Common Moorhen Gallinu/a chloropus 47

228 Red-knobbed Coot Fulica cristata 246

240 African Jacana Actophilornis africanus 13

249 Three-banded Plover Charadrius tricol/aris 55

258 Blacksmith Lapwing Vanel/us armatus 342

264 Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos 4 '"

269 Marsh Sandpiper Tringa stagnatilis 10 '"

270 Common Greenshank Tringa nebu/aria Ob '"

284 Ruff Philomachus pugnax 16 '"

295 Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus 83

315 Grey-headed Gull Laruscirrocepha/us 9

339 Whiskered Tern Chlidonias hybridus 18

391a Burchell's Coucal Centropus burchelli 12

428 Pied Kingfisher Ceryle rudis 23



* Red Data species.

* Species from other listsor sightings.

Figure 3.1 presents the number of sites associated with each species. Six of the species, the

African Darter (Anhinga rufa), Egyptian Goose (Alopochenaegyptiacus),Hadeda Ibis (Bostrychia

hagedash),Reed Cormorant (Phalacrocoraxqfricanus),White-breasted Cormorant (Phalacrocorax

lucidus)and Yellow-billed Duck (Anas undulata)occurred at all fourteen sites, being the most

widespread. However, seven of the species occurred only at a single site namely the Black

Heron (Egrettaardesiaca),Great Egret (Egrettaalba), Mallard, Purple Heron (Ardeapurpurea),

Red-billed Teal (Anas erytrorhyncha),Southern Pochard (Netta erythrophthalma)and African

Spoonbill (Plataleaalba).
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R# Englishname Scientificname Totalcount Migrant

429 Giant Kingfisher Megaceryle maxima 33

431 Malachite Kingfisher A/cedo cristata 24

432 African Pygmy Kingfisher Ispidina picta Ob

435 Brown-hooded Kingfisher Halcyon a/biventris 78

520 White-throated Swallow Hirundo a/bigu/aris 51

533 Brown-throated Martin Riparia pa/udico/a 121

711 African Pied Wagtail Motacilla aguimp Ob

713 Cape Wagtail Motacilla capensis Ob

923 Mallard Anas platyrhynchos 7
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By calculating the relative density and then the percentage contribution to the total, the top

fifteen species (Fig. 3.1 - yellow columns) occurring along the Middle Vaal River could be

identified. Twelve of these occurred in nine or more of the sites. The remaining three

occurred in 4 - 6 of the sites, but their abundance per site was relatively high, especially in

the case of the Red-knobbed Coot. Overall the fifteen species contributed 90% to the

density of the 51 species encountered (Fig. 3.2). Individually the Red-knobbed Coot had the

highest relative density, but the lowest occurrence per site (Fig. 3.1), showing that the birds

tend to congregate. The Goliath Heron had the lowest relative density of the fifteen species

(Fig. 3.2), but its occurrence was higher than that of the Red-knobbed Coot (Fig. 3.1),

showing that it is a more solitary species with a more widespread distribution.

W\1e-b"'.S8ed Conno,.n'

A!ed Connolant

Egyptian Goose

Figure3.2: Relative density of the top 15bird species along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April 2002-2003.
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3.2 Diversityofwater-associated birds at the Middle Vaal River

3.2.1 BIRDNUMBERS

The results in Figures 3.3 - 3.5 were obtained by applying the Shannon index on the bird

abundance data. To rule out influence on the diversity index by species with very high

abundances, three species (White-breasted Cormorant, African Darter and Egyptian Goose)

with exceptionally high numbers were excluded.

As shown in Figure 3.3 both Elgro Lodge and Raaswater (group 3) had the highest diversity

(H') and evenness 0'), indicating that apart from having high diversity of species the sites

also had an even distribution among species. These sites, in theory, represent ecologically

valuable sites. Sites with low diversity and evenness (group 1) indicate probable dominance

of a species at the sites.

. Bosch Draai

. Golf island

. Thabela Thabeng

. Limerick

Shannon Index(H1. Uitkyk Eastco
. Potch-Parys bridge. Stone Henge

EigroLodge Nooitgedacht
. Raaswater

. Feesgronde

. Riverbend
Walkraal

Figure3.3: Relationship between Shannon diversityand evenness of bird numbers at selected sites along the Middle

Vaal Riverduring the period April2002-2003,showing siteswith the highest (3) and lowest (1) diversityand evenness.
X-axiscrosses at 0.6 and Y-axisat 0.85.

Of the four habitat types (Fig. 3.4) deep water with vegetation had the highest diversity and

evenness with shallow, open water the lowest.
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I_ Shannonindex - EvennessI

Figure3.4: Shannon diversity and evenness of birds for different habitat types, along the Middle Vaal River as

described under study area (section 104)(X axis crosses at 004). Standard deviations are indicated. Veg:

vegetation.

Because no specific pattern of variation was observed over months, monthly data were

grouped into seasons for the description of birds present. Summer had the highest diversity

as could be expected because of the presence of migrants, and winter the lowest diversity

(Fig. 3.5). Evenness was relatively constant throughout the year.

Winter Spring Summer

,- Shannonindex _ EvennessI

Figure3.5: Diversityand evenness of bird numbers at the Middle Vaal Riverfor each season during the period April
2002-2003(Xaxiscrosses at 0.5). Standard deviations are indicated.
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3.2.2 BIOMASS

The following results were obtained by applying the Shannon index on the bird biomass data

(Figs. 3.6 - 3.8).

Figure 3.6 shows only one site with exceptionally high biodiversity and evenness (Raaswater).

Group 1 is a grouping of sites with high biomass diversity and evenness, while with the rest

of the sites diversity and evenness gradually decrease. The Potch- Parys bridge had the lowest

Shannon diversity and evenness.

.

..

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1

. Bosch Draai

. Golfisland

. Thabela Thabeng

. limerick

Shannonlndex(H1

. Uitkyk Eastco

. Potch-Parysbridge. Stone Henge
EigroLodge Nooitgedacht

. Raaswater

. Feesgronde

. Riverbend
Walkraal

Figure3.6: Relationshipbetween Shannon diversityand evenness of bird biomass at selected sites along the Middle

Vaal Riverduring the period April2002-2003.X-axiscrosses at 0.4 and Y-axisat 0.5.

As with bird numbers (Fig. 3.4), biomass also revealed the highest diversity and evenness at

deep water with vegetation and the lowest at shallow water (Fig. 3.7).
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I_ Shannon index - Evenness1

Figure3.7: Shannon diversityand evenness of bird biomass for different habitat types at the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April2002-2003. Standard deviations are indicated. Veg: vegetation.

As with bird numbers (Fig. 3.5) summer again had the highest biomass diversity, and winter

the lowest diversity (Fig. 3.8). Biomass evenness was relatively constant throughout the year.
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I_ Shannon index - Evenness I

Figure3.8: Diversityand evenness of bird biomass per season at the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April 2002-

2003. Standard deviations are indicated.
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3.3 Thedescriptionof existing populations by comparing birdabundance and

biomass

3.3.1 BIRDNUMBERS

The following graphs (Figs. 3.9 - 3.14) show a comparison between species richness and

mean abundance of birds and biomass per site, habitat and season.

Heronry data was excluded at Limerick as this will be discussed under a separate topic (see

section 3.5). Thus all birds present at any other point at Limerick, except the heronry, were

counted as if only visiting the site. A layout of all results from the ANOV A tests and

descriptive statistics are given in Appendix 5. Abundance results from ANOV A indicated a

significant difference in the overall effect between sites with a p-value of 0.0067. The Tukey

test more specifically showed a significant difference between Limerick and Riverbend,

Thabela Thabeng, Eigro Lodge Nooitgedacht and Raaswater.

Limerick showed the highest number of birds (Fig. 3.9) as well as species (Fig. 3.10), with a

mean number of 72 individuals and 32 species. Feesgronde had the lowest mean number of

individuals (10), while the lowest species richness (20 species) belonged to three of the sites

namely, Feesgronde, Riverbend and Nooitgedacht.
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Figure3.9: Mean number of birdsat selected sitesalong the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April2002-2003.
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Figure3.10: Maximum number of bird species observed at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the

period April2002-2003.

The highest number of individuals (Fig. 3.11) and species (Fig. 3.12) were found at deep

water with vegetation. The lowest abundance was found at deep, open water, while the

lowest species richness was found at shallow, open water.

Abundance results from ANOV A indicated no significant difference in the overall effect

between habitat types with a p-value of 0.238. The Tukey test also showed no significant

difference between any of the habitat types.
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Deep&veg Deep&open Shallow&veg Shallow&open

Figure 3.11: Mean number of birds at different habitat types along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April

2002-2003.Standard deviations are indicated. Veg: vegetation.

Deep&veg Deep &open Shallow&veg Shallow&open

Figure 3.12: Mean number of bird species at different habitat types along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period

April2002-2003.Standard deviations are indicated. Veg: vegetation.

Springtime had the highest abundance (Fig. 3.13) and species richness (Fig. 3.14) with a

mean number of 33 individuals and 33 species, respectively. The second highest abundance

occured in autumn (32 individuals), while summer provided the second highest species

richness (32 species). Winter had the lowest abundance and richness.
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Results from ANOV A indicated no significant difference in the overall effect on abundance

between seasons with a p-value of 0.974. The Tukey test also showed no significant

difference between any seasons.

Figure3.13: Seasonal variation in mean abundance of birds along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April

2002-2003.Standard deviations are indicated.

Figure3.14: Seasonal variation in mean species richness of birds along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April
2002-2003.Standard deviations are indicated.
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3.3.2 BIOMASS

Mean biomass (Fig. 3.15) showed almost the same pattern as bird abundance (Fig. 3.9), but

with minor differences. Limerick still had the highest biomass, but with Potch-Parys bridge

instead of Stone Henge in the second position. Feesgronde had both a low biomass and

abundance.
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Figure 3.15: Mean biomass of WABSat selected sites along the Middle Vaal River during the period April 2002-2003.

The highest biomass was found at deep water with vegetation (Fig. 3.16) and the lowest at

deep, open water.

Biomass differed from bird abundance in that autumn had the highest biomass (Fig. 3.17),

while with bird abundance (Fig. 3.13) springtime had the highest number of individuals.

Winter had the lowest biomass (32.5 kg) and spring the second highest.
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Deep&veg Deep&open Shallow&veg Shallow&open

Figure3.16: Mean biomass of WABSat different habitat types along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April

2002-2003.Standard deviations are indicated. Veg: vegetation.

Figure3.17: Seasonal variation in mean biomass of WABSalong the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April2002-
2003. Standard deviations are indicated.
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Birdgroups and guilds

In the figures containing pie-charts of the sections that follow, the pie areas represent bird

numbers.

3.4.1 BIRD GROUPS

Only the most commonly observed bird groups were used for the selection of bird groups

and included in the next graphical illustrations (Figs. 3.18 - 3.21), thus the difference in bird

mean numbers from Figures 3.9 and 3.15. Otherwise there would be groups containing only

one bird.

Considerable variation of occurrence is apparent over the 14 sites of the study area (Fig.

3.18a&b). Results from AN OVA indicated a significant difference in the overall effect

between bird groups with a p-value of < 0.000000002. It is clear that where one bird group

was abundant, another was less abundant and viceversa.This can probably be explained by

the type of habitat of each site, for some birds prefer deep water and others shallow water or

water habitat with or without vegetation. Waders were the most abundant at Golf island,

Potch-Parys bridge and Stone Henge. The highest number of darters and cormorants were

found at Limerick. Kingfishers were the most abundant at Riverbend.

As expected, numbers of most of the bird groups remained relatively constant over seasons

(Fig. 3.19) because although they move around, it will be up and down the river, in other

words the populations stays the same. Winter had the lowest number of birds because

waders were less abundant in winter, as some are migrants. Bitterns, egrets and herons, as

well as the kingfishers, were also less abundant in winter than in summer.
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Bird groups. Ducks & geese. Bitterns. egrets &herons. Cormorants. darters &grebes
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Figure 3.180: Mean number of birds from different groups at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April 2002-2003.
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Figure3.18b: Mean number of birds from different groups at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the

period April2002-2003.

Spring Summer

. Ducks &geese

. Cormorants. darters &grebes

o Coots &crakes

II Kingfishers

II Bittems. egrets & herons
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iiiIWaders

Figure 3.19: Seasonal variation in the mean number of birds from different groups along the Middle Vaal River during

the period April 2002-2003.
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The highest biomass of ibises was present at Limerick and Bosch Oraai (Fig. 3.20) and the

highest biomass of cormorants, darters and grebes at Limerick.

. Ducks&geese

. Cormorants, darters &grebes
o Coots &Crakes
. Kingfishers

II Bittems, egrets &herons
I!JIbises

. Waders

Figure3.20: Mean bird biomass from different groups at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period

April 2002-2003.

In Figure 3.21, the winter also had the lowest biomass because of the low biomass of waders

and bitterns, egrets and herons. The rest of the bird group biomasses stayed relatively the

same throughout the year, except for the highest biomass of ibises and lowest biomass of

ducks and geese in summertime.
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Figure3.21: Seasonal variationofthemean bird biomass from differentgroups along the Middle Vaal River during

the period April 2002-2003.

3.4.2 FEEDING GUILDS

The next graphs (Figs. 3.22 - 3.25) show the number of birds and biomass belonging to each

feeding guild at the sites and over seasons.

Feeding guilds also showed variation according to the type of habitat (Fig. 3.22a&b). Results

from ANOV A indicated a significant difference in the overall effect between feeding guilds

with a p-value of 0.015. Birds utilising invertebrates and/or vertebrates (dark blue) had the

highest mean number almost over the entire study area. Birds using plants for food

(maroon) had the highest number at Walkraal and Limerick and birds using primarily

invertebrates (light blue) as food had the highest number at Stone Henge.

Feeding guilds were more stable over seasons. A small change can be seen in summer (higher

numbers of invertebrate and/or vertebrate feeding birds and lower numbers of plant feeding

birds), while winter has the lowest numbers (Fig. 3.23).
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Figure 3.220: Mean number of birds from different feeding guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal River during the period April 2002-2003.
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Figure3.22b: Mean number of birds from different feeding guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal River during

the period April 2002-2003.

. Invertebratesand/or Vertebrates. Invertebrates. Plants

Figure3.23: Seasonal variation in the mean number of birds from different feeding guilds along the Middle Vaal

Riverduring the period April 2002-2003.
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Mean biomass (Fig. 3.24) gives a different picture than bird numbers (Fig. 3.22) and is more

constant over sites in relation with each other, except for birds utilising invertebrates and/or

vertebrates which showed some variation.

Mean biomass over seasons is also constant, except in summer (Fig. 3.25). Birds utilising

plants (maroon) had the lowest mean biomass in summer, while autumn yielded the highest

biomass.

. Invertebrates and/or Vertebrates. Invertebrates. Plants

Figure3.24: Mean biomass of birds from different feeding guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April2002-2003.
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Figure3.25: Seasonal variation of the mean biomass of birds from different feeding guilds along the Middle Vaal

Riverduring the period April2002-2003.
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3.4.3 NESTING GUILDS

The next graphs (Figs. 3.26 - 3.29) show the number of birds and biomass belonging to each

nesting guild at the sites and over season.

Figure 3.26a&b shows the variation of occurrence of bird numbers in nesting guilds over

sites, probably also related to type of habitat. Results from ANOV A indicated a significant

difference in the overall effect between nesting guilds with a p-value of < 0.000009. The

trees and reeds (dark blue) nesting guild had by far the highest mean number at most sites,

with birds utilising ground (light blue) as nesting sites second highest at most sites. Birds

using trees (maroon) and water (green) for nesting sites were the highest at Limerick and

birds using sandbanks the highest at Uitkyk.

Over seasons there was little variation apparent (Fig. 3.27). As previously stated it seems like

the populations remain relatively the stable over the year, only moving up and down the

river. Birds breed at different times and at different places as shown in Figure 3.27, and in

this way they probably do not affect each other that much, except maybe in heronries where

several different species sometimes breed together.
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Figure 3.260: Mean number of birds from different nesting guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April2002-2003.
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Figure3.26b: Mean number of birds fromdifferent nesting guildsat selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April2002-2003.
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Figure3.27: Seasonal variation in the mean number of birds from different nesting guilds along the Middle Vaal River

during the period April2002-2003.

In bird biomass along the length of the river quite some variation is apparent (Fig. 3.28), but

mostly with the highest bird biomass belonging to those using trees and reeds (dark blue) as

nesting sites. The second highest biomass used trees (maroon) for nesting, as opposed to the

bird numbers (Fig. 3.26) where birds using ground nesting sites had the second highest

number. Limerick has the highest biomass of tree and water breeding birds.
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. Trees&reeds. Ground. Trees IIIWater 0 Sandbanks

Figure3.28: Mean biomass of birds from different nesting guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April2002-2003.

Figure 3.29 shows again little variation, except in wintertime where bird biomass using trees

as nesting sites seemed to be higher than in other seasons and birds using water for breeding

were the lowest in summer and autumn.
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Figure3.29: Seasonal variation of the mean biomass of birds from different nesting guilds along the Middle Vaal

Riverduring the period April2002-2003.
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3.4.4 HABITAT GUILDS

The next graphs (Figs. 3.30 - 3.33) show the number of birds and biomass belonging to each

habitat guild at the sites and over season.

Results from ANOV A indicated a significant difference in the overall effect between habitat

guilds with a p-value of < 0.0002.

In Figure 3.30a&b the highest number of birds utilised most/any size of inland waters (e.g.

some ducks, Reed Cormorants, African Darters), suggesting that they are not particular in

their preference of habitat and are usually more adaptable to change. Fewest birds used

shorelines or shallow waters (e.g.waders and some herons and egrets).

Winter differs very little from the other seasons with regard to the number of birds using

deeper waters for habitat (Fig. 3.31). The number of birds using shorelines/shallow waters

was the lowest in winter and summer.
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Figure 3.300: Mean number of birds from different habitat guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal River during the period April 2002-2003.
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Figure3.30b:Mean number of birds from different habitat guilds at selected sitesalong the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April2002-2003.
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Figure3.31:Seasonal variation in the mean number of birds from different habitat guilds along the Middle Vaal River

during the period April 2002-2003.

Figure 3.32 shows that most/any size of inland waters and the terrestrial & aquatic habitat

had high biomass, except at Limerick were deeper waters mosdy with emergent/aquatic

vegetation had the highest biomass. Shorelines/shallow waters showed the lowest biomass.
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. Most/any sizeof inland waters

Figure3.32: Mean biomass of birds from different habitat guilds at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April 2002-2003.

The mean biomass of bird utilising deeper waters as habitat was higher in autumn and winter

(Fig. 3.33) while the terrestrial & aquatic habitat was the highest in spring and the biomass

using most/any size of inland waters was the highest in summer.
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Figure3.33: Seasonal variation of mean biomass of birds from different habitat guilds along the Middle Vaal River
during the period April 2002-2003.
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3.3 Heronry at Limerick

Several heronries were observed along the study area. From this and previous reports there

are quite a number of heronries along the Vaal River. Apart from the census survey

conducted every month at Limerick resort, we also monitored the heronry (Fig. 3.34)

situated on an island. The patterns of occurrence and seasonal variation of three colonial

species of water birds at the heronry were followed during this study period. They are

represented in Figures 3.35 - 3.36.

Figure3.34: Heronry at Limerickat the Middle Vaal Riverwith White-breasted Cormorants breeding at the time

(June 2003).

The succession of breeding (Fig. 3.35) times of the three species as observed are as follows:

White-breasted Cormorant from February to September (May to June according Maclean,

1993), African Darter from November to March Oanuary to March according to Maclean,

1993) and Cattle Egret (Bubulcusibis) from December to March (November to December

according to Maclean, 1993)
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Figure 3.35: Breeding succession of three colonial species at the Limerick heronry at the Middle Vaal River during the

period April 2002-2003. * According to Maclean (1993)

Figure 3.36a & b illustrates observations of the African Darter through the year at the

heronry and the rest of the Middle Vaal River. Observed values are in blue. The red points

are from the prediction made by the model that was constructed for this study (see Methods,

Chapter 2). In Figure 3.36a one can see that the African Darter was mosdy absent in autumn

and winter (April - August) at the heronry, after which their numbers increased during the

summer in accordance with their breeding times in this region (Fig. 3.35).

In Figure 3.36b the African Darter numbers varied along the rest of the river, but mosdy it

was lower in winter and higher in summer.
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Figure 3.360 & b: Monthly variation in the number of African Dartersactually observed and predicted at the

Limerick heronry (A) and along the rest of the Middle Vaal River(8) during the period April 2002-2003.



Figure 3.36c & d illustrates observations of the Catde Egret through the year at the heronry

and the rest of the Middle Vaal River. Again it can be seen that the Catde Egret numbers

were almost zero during the winter, but high during the summer at the heronry (Fig. 3.36c).

As shown in Figure 3.35 this was also their breeding time.

Along the rest of the river (Fig. 3.36d), the Came Egret was absent in the winter, after which

their numbers gradually increased in spring and was much higher during summer.

Figure 3.36e & f illustrates observations of the White-breasted Cormorant through the year

at the heronry and along the rest of the river. The White-breasted Cormorant was largely

absent in the summer, but present in autumn and winter at the heronry (Fig. 3.36e). This

corresponds with their breeding time (Fig. 3.35).

The White-breasted Cormorant numbers varied during the year along the rest of the river

(Fig. 3.36f). They were present in higher numbers during the winter than during the

summer.
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Figure 3.36c & d: Monthly variations in the number of Cattle Egret actually observed and predicted at the Limerick

heronry (C) and along the rest of the Middle Vaal River (D) during the period April 2002-2003.



Figure 3.36e &f:Monthlyvariation in the number of White-breasted Cormorants actually observed and predicted at

the Limerickheronry (E)and along the rest of the Middle Vaal River(F)during the period April2002-2003.
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4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Water-associated avifauna of the Middle Vaal River

The species and numbers listed in Table 3.1 give only an indication of which and how many

water-associated birds are present at the Middle Vaal River, but already it is evident that this

is a region with an abundant bird life and diversity. This data cannot be compared with the

rest of the Vaal River, because as previously stated, no other literature were found on the

bird life of the Vaal River. Barnes (1998), however, stated that the Middle Vaal River

supports a substantial number of waterfowl and Goliath Heron pairs, which was conftrmed

by this study (Fig. 3.1) as Goliath Heron were recorded in twelve of the fourteen sites,

sometimes in pairs.

The White-backed Night Heron was not recorded during surveys, because counts were

conducted during day times only. It was, however, recorded several times in another project

speciftcally on this bird species, during the same period as this study (Coetzer, 2004, pers.

comm.). For the same reason, some of the other species numbers may be severely

underestimated, e.g. Black-crowned Night-Heron (l'{ycticorax'!)Icticorax)that are also more

active late afternoon till dusk than during the daytime. The more elusive species like the

Squacco Heron (Ardeolaralloides),Green-backed Heron (Butoridesstriatus),Little Bittern, Black

Crake (Amaurornisflavirostra),African Jacana (Actophilornisafricanus)and ducks are probably

also underestimated by this method. In the latter case the driving/ flushing technique (Bibby

et aI., 2000), which implies people flushing birds from hiding or breeding places, will give a

more accurate estimate of their actual numbers. The method used in this study still gives a

good indication of the type of species and their proportion of occurrence and allows

comparisons of sites.

White-backed Night-Herons were seen at three of the sites used in this study (Bosch Draai,

near Feesgronde and near Stone Henge), but also at other sites of the Middle Vaal River not

used in this study (Coetzer, 2004, pers.comm.). Apart from the White-backed Night-Heron

no other threatened water bird species were recorded at the Middle Vaal River. Rare (R),

near-threatened (NT) and vulnerable (V) species that occurred included the Little Bittern (R),
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Eurasian Bittern (Botaurusste//aris)(R/V - Seen recendy near Parys by Jeanne-Marie Van den

Berg, 2004), African Fish Eagle (V - Jarvis, 2006), and, according to local farmers, the

African Pygmy-Goose (Nettapus auritus) (NT /R) sighted occasionally at Feesgronde. Thus

the Middle Vaal River should still be classified as a Sub-regional IBA (category C1), but does

not qualify for the Global IBA status as White-backed Night-Herons are only considered to

be nationally threatened (Bames, 1998).

Of the 51 species observed six species (African Darter, Egyptian Goose, Hadeda Ibis, Reed

Cormorant, White-breasted Cormorant and Yellow-billed Duck) occurred at all fourteen

sites (Fig. 3.1). They seem to be the greatest opportunists in using a variety of habitats and

are described as common to very common residents of almost any water body (Maclean,

1993), except for the Hadeda Ibis which was even more commonly found at terrestrial

habitats. The seven species that were found at one of the sites only (Black Heron, Great

Egret, Mallard, Purple Heron, Red-billed Teal, Southern Pochard and African Spoonbill) are

not that rare, except for the Black Heron and the Mallard (which is an introduced species).

According to Sinclair et al. (2002) the only wild populations of the Mallard are found in

Gauteng and Western Cape, thus the Mallards found at Stone Henge might have escaped

recendy from captivity. They are, however, now breeding free from captivity at Stone

Henge. The problem that the Mallard poses is further discussed under section 4.6.

The Black Heron is regarded as rare in the Free State (Maclean, 1993). The Great Egret and

Purple Heron, both regarded as uncommon or mosdy uncommon, are described as shy and

seldom seen. This may be the reason for observing them at only one site. Purple Herons are

also described as secretive, preferring dense reed beds, and can easily be overlooked

(Harrison et aI., 1997). The Red-billed Teal, Southern Pochard and African Spoonbill are all

relative common residents of the Vaal River (Sinclair et aI., 2002), thus no explanation why

they were found at only one site each, except that sites may not have been representative of

their habitat. This explanation, however, may not be valid as all three species prefer almost

any type of inland water with the African Spoonbill preferring shallower and the Southern

Pochard deeper water, but no specific micro-habitat.
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The latter two species are also described as being rather shy and may have been overlooked

during the study period. Maclean (1993) states that Southern Pochard are largely absent

from parts of South Africa from March to August, due to seasonal movements, and in

contrast to Sinclair et aL (2002), Harrison et aL (1997) describes it as thinly distributed in the

Free State.

Worth mentioning is that the Little Bittern and African Black Duck (Anas sparsa),both

regarded as uncommon residents (Maclean, 1993), were found at 4 and 13 of the 14 sites,

respectively. The Little Bittern was also observed at several other localities, apart from those

included in the selected 14 sites.

The top fifteen species, according to their relative densities, contributed 90% to the total,

while the other 34 species contributed only 10% (Fig. 3.2). Twelve of the top 15 species

occurred in nine or more of the fourteen sites (Fig. 3.1 - yellow bars), making them common

characteristic inhabitants of the Middle Vaal River. The Red-knobbed Coot was recorded

only in four of the fourteen sites (low occurrence), but they usually occurred in flocks

(except for one site where only one was recorded) with a maximum of 40 individuals (high

relative density and abundance). Their gregarious nature (Maclean, 1993) can make them

more susceptible to impacts on the river or their habitat. In contrast, species with a lower

density per ha, e.g.the Goliath Heron being a more solitary species (Maclean, 1993) but with

a widespread distribution, may be less susceptible to environmental impacts.

4.2 Birddiversity status of the Middle Vaal River

The data analysed by the Shannon diversity index is represented in Figures 3.3 - 3.8.

When the Egyptian Goose, White-breasted Cormorant and African Darter were excluded as

described in Chapter 3, Elgro Lodge and Raaswater in group 3 were the sites most likely to

be denoted as good conservational areas as they both have a high diversity and evenness

(Fig. 3.3). A site with high species richness is generally regarded to be of high conservation

value and is closely linked with diversity of habitat (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). The high

evenness means that there is an even distribution of individuals between species. Elgro
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Lodge and Raaswater, however, had a much lower mean number of individuals (Fig. 3.9)

than at Stone Henge (group 2). When the three species were included (Fig. 4.1), Raaswater

falls within group 1. This is because of the African Darter being a dominant species at this

site. Raaswater had the second highest mean number of African Darters of all the sites (Fig.

4.2). The diversity index based on the species biomass (Figs. 3.6 and 4.3) showed the same

pattern for these two sites compared with species numbers, meaning that these three species

(especially the African Darter) contribute most of the total biomass at Raaswater. All of the

sites in group 2 are spread across the Middle Vaal River (Fig. 1.1) and are not concentrated in

a certain area, which is also noteworthy, as it means that the Middle Vaal River has a fairly

healthy and even distribution of species and individuals.

Shannon Indice (H')

. BoschDraai . Uitkyk Eastco

. Golfisland . Potch-Parysbridge. StoneHenge

. ThabelaThabeng EigroLodge Nooitgedacht

. Limerick . Raaswater

. Feesgronde

. Riverbend
Walkraal

Figure4.1: Relationshipbetween Shannon diversityand evenness of mean number of birds at the Middle Vaal River

during the period April2002-2003,the three species included to show their influence. X-axiscrosses at 0.68 and Y-
axisat 0.85.
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Figure4.2: Mean number of African Darters per month at selected sites along the Middle Vaal Riverduring the

period April2002-2003.

The sites in group 1 had the lowest diversity and evenness, but this does not necessarily

mean that these sites are not to be included in management and conservation decisions. The

low evenness means that there probably is some domination by a species at the site. Both

Limerick and Potch-Parys bridge were sites with a high mean number of birds (Fig. 3.9) and

a large number of species, but with domination by certain species (Blacksmith Lapwing

(Vanellus armatus)and Egyptian Goose at Potch-Parys bridge and Red-knobbed Coot and

White-breasted Cormorant at Limerick) which then reduces the diversity index. I could not

determine any specific observable resemblances between sites belonging to the same group

(Fig. 3.3), except that five of the eight sites belonging to group 2 all had deep water habitat

and the two sites of group 1 had deep water with vegetation in the form of islands present.

A further in-depth study of each site's habitat features and food resources will be needed for

explanation. Overall, the difference between the diversity of the sites (based on the mean

number of birds) is not that much and plotted on a scale where the two axes cross at zero

(Fig. 4.4), show that all sites had a high diversity and evenness.

Figure 3.4 presents the bird diversity for each of the habitat types. Accordingly, deep water

with vegetation rich islands had the highest diversity. This is probably due to the presence of

suitable habitat for perching as well as for secretive tree- and reed-dwelling species, e.g.
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herons, egrets, bitterns, kingfishers, ibises and African Fish Eagles. There will also be habitat

for species preferring deeper water for diving, e.g.cormorants, grebes, ducks and geese. If

the presence of the water hyacinth is included it creates even more opportunities of habitat

for moorhens, jacanas and crakes. In spite of being a problematic plant, the water hyacinth

sometimes adds to the diversity of aquatic birds found at the river. Knight (1965) also noted

the increased attractiveness that the presence of aquatic vegetation and vegetation on banks

create for the birds and Weller (1999) and Van Dyke (2003) stressed the importance of a

more heterogeneous habitat.

1.05 1.1

. Bosch Draai

. Golf island

. Thabela Thabeng

. Limerick

Shannon Indlce (H1
. Uitkyk Eastco
. Potch-Parysbridge. Stone Henge

EigroLodge Nooitgedacht
. Raaswater

. Feesgronde

. Riverbend
Walkraal

Figure4.3: Relationshipbetween Shannon diversityand evenness of bird biomass along the Middle Vaal Riverduring

the period April2002-2003,the three species included. X-axiscrosses at 0.68and Y-axisat 0.85.
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. Thabela Thabeng
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Shannonlndex(H1
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. Riverbend
Walkraal

Figure4.4: Relationship between Shannon diversity and evenness of mean number of birds along the Middle Vaal

Riverduring the period April 2002-2003.the three species excluded. X-axisand Y-axiscrossesat O.

Deep and open water was a less diverse habitat than deep water with vegetation because it

lacks foraging and breeding niches that the island vegetation creates, but it may still have

vegetation present on the banks of the river, thus being more diverse than shallow waters.

The results for Shannon diversity done on the bird biomass (Fig. 3.7) showed the same

pattern as diversity of bird numbers. These results are supported by MacArthur (1964) and

Weller (1999) who also mentioned the importance of different vegetation structures

(horizontal and vertical) for birds, whether for hiding, perching, foraging or breeding.

Deschenes et al. (2002) found that wooded and tall shrubby riparian strips support a more

diverse bird community than any other strip types, and Frensch and Picozzi (2002) found a

much higher species richness and higher diversity in a landscape with greater structural

diversity.

The shallow waters may have a lower diversity than deeper water, but not that substantial -

the difference being 0.065 between deep and shallow water with vegetation and 0.096

between deep and shallow open water. The lower diversity can be attributed to the mosdy

absent diving species. This absence is pardy filled again by wading birds, especially in
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shallow open water. The diversity index for the two shallow water habitats (based on bird

biomass) was the same, indicating that they had similar mass classes.

The higher standard deviation of deep and shallow waters with vegetation can probably be

attributed to variance between sites belonging to these habitats and may be caused by bias

due to visual obstruction by the islands present. There is little difference between evenness

of the four habitat types, showing that there is a fairly even distribution of individuals

between species of each habitat.

The results in Figures 3.5 and 3.8 were as expected. Diversity was the highest in summer

and the lowest in winter with spring and autumn being in-between. Summer will have the

highest diversity as summer represents the rainy season with plenty of water and lush

vegetation available everywhere, except during droughts. Summertime is also characteried by

the presence of migratory species. The low diversity in winter can be explained by the

migration of some species (see Table 3.1 - Maclean, 1993) and the fact that it is much drier

during winter than in summer. There may even be dry patches or very shallow patches of

water at some areas where deeper water would be available in summer. This will cause some

birds to seek alternative foraging or hiding places, leaving some areas with less and others

with more species than usual. The higher standard deviation during winter can also be

explained by the latter. There is little difference in the evenness between the seasons (where

the three species are excluded), meaning that the rest of the species have a relative even

distribution of individuals.

4.3 Species abundance and richness - potential "hotspots"

The high abundance of aquatic birds found at Limerick (Fig. 3.9) can be a consequence of

the heronry there, as more birds will be attracted at some time during the year to the site for

breeding. Numerous individuals of several species breed there throughout the year. Along

with the high species richness that the site showed it can easily be recognised as one of the

hotspots of the Middle Vaal River. The low diversity (Fig. 3.3) of the site is caused by the

dominance of some of the species (e.g.White-breasted Cormorant, Reed Cormorant, Cattle

Egret), and this needs recognition regarding conservation. The site, with some islands of
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vegetation especially with shrubs trees and reeds surrounded by open water, provides a

mixture of different habitats and could thus explain the high richness of the site (Halse et aI.,

1993). From Figure 4.5 it is clear that the highest numbers of species visit the Limerick site

between June and January, coinciding with some of the species' breeding times. Limerick

also had the highest mean biomass (Fig. 3.15) as this site is frequented by some of the larger

aquatic birds, for instance the cormorants, ducks and geese.
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Figure4.5: Monthlyvariation in the total number of birds at Limerickat the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period April

2002-2003.The heronry data have been excluded.

The sudden decrease in abundance and species richness (Figs. 3.9 & 3.10) downstream from

Limerick may be indirecdy caused by a catde-feeding lot situated between Limerick and

Raaswater. As shown by Laas (2002), there is a decrease in the water quality of the river and

the diversity of macro-invertebrates present between these two sites. The decrease in water

quality and macro-invertebrates may have a secondary effect on the birds as well (Weller,

1999), but this statement will have to be proven by a thorough chemical analyses of the water

and observations about the surrounding habitat and water biota. The fact that the two sites

had the same kind of habitat (in terms of deeper water and vegetation present) also supports

this statement. Another possible explanation for the lower individual and species numbers

may be an effect of the amount of anthropogenic activity taking place at Raaswater. Parts of

the riverbanks at Raaswater are open, with activities like camping and fishing usually
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accompanied by loud music and other noises. In contrast, Limerick has a dense vegetation

strip buffering the river from human activities taking place at the lodge and conference

centre. This situation illustrates the necessity of riparian buffer zones for nature

conservation. Studies have shown the importance that buffer strips provide to birds if it is

for breeding, shelter or protection from human development and activity (Batten, 1977;

Whitaker etaI., 1999; Kalejta-Summers et aI.,2001).

The second site that can be considered as a hotspot is Stone Henge. Without any visible

heronries in the vicinity it still had the second highest abundance and species richness. Its

habitat consists of patches of lush vegetation and rocks surrounded by fast flowing water.

There is ideal habitat for waders as well, with shallow water at the edges. Several aquatic

avifaunal groups exploited this site: waders, herons, egrets, ducks, geese, kingfishers, ibises,

African spoonbills, Hamerkop, darters and cormorants.

Figure 3.9 reveals a steady decline in abundance from Bosch Draai downstream to

Feesgronde, increasing again to Stone Henge. The species richness (Fig. 3.10) did not vary

as much, but showed almost the same pattern as the abundance. The reason for this pattern

is not clear, but it may relate to the amount of human activity present at each site. Bosch

Draai is owned by a private farmer and is mostly a quiet place with some fishing at irregular

intervals.

Uitkyk is a resort used for various activities (e.g.school activities), but specifically also for

fishing. Thus, Uitkyk is subject to much more activity than Bosch Draai, but mostly over

weekends, and is still relatively quiet during weekdays. The reasons for Eastco having low

bird numbers are not known, but it is a privately owned camping resort. Since all surveys

were conducted on weekdays, I cannot comment on the extent of activities over weekends.

A possible reason for the low numbers may be the obstruction of the observers' view by a

large island in the middle of the river (Fig. 4.6).
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Figure4.6: An island situated in the middle of the Vaal Riverat Eastco.

Feesgronde had the lowest abundance and was one of the sites with the lowest species

richness, possibly due to two reasons. The ftrst reason is that powerboat activities are very

popular at this resort. Fishing was also very common with many campers present most of

the time during weekdays as well as weekends. Rowlands (1984) and Kalejta-Summers et aL

(2001) also observed this absence of birds during high anthropogenic activity. This may

explain why larger groupings of birds are sometimes present at another given location (not

necessarily with ideal habitat) not usually known to hold large numbers of birds.

Boats (powerboats especially) have been shown to affect aquatic bird numbers negatively

(Batten, 1977; Rowlands, 1984; Kalejta-Summers et aL, 2001), and good management of the

amount of such activity was proposed in previous studies (e.g.Kalejta-Summers et aL, 2001).

The second reason for the observed low abundances is the presence of masses of water

hyacinths Eichhornia crassipes(Fig. 4.7 a&b) during the greater part of the study period.

Towards the end of the sampling period, the hyacinths covered the whole width of the river

at the site for about 500 m or more upstream, which left no space in the immediate vicinity

for aquatic bird activity relying on open water. The only birds that could beneftt from the

situation were species like the Common Moorhen (Gallinula chloropus),Black Crake and

African Jacana that utilised water plants for foraging. Figure 4.8 shows that bird numbers
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stayed low throughout the year with only a slight increase in summertime. Between June and

October there was an increase in human activity at Feesgronde (camping, fishing,

powerboats as well as rowing boats). This may explain the low bird numbers. From

November human activity decreased as the hyacinths increased, therefore the small increase

in bird numbers. The few deep water species were only observed at the edge of the hyacinth

cover.

-. __. f ~~,~. ,~
--

-- .. j
Figure 4.70: The extent of water hyacinths at the Middle Vaal River at Feesgronde during July 2003.
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Figure4.7b:Water hyacinths covered the largest part of the riverat Feesgronde for 500 m or more.

30

o

Figure4.8: Monthlyvariation in the total number of birds at Feesgronde at the Middle Vaal Riverduring the period

April 2002-2003.
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From Golf island to Stone Henge the bird numbers increased again and this may be related

to the amount of activity and suitability of habitat. Potch-Parys bridge had more human

activity than Golf island in terms of vehicles crossing the bridge all day long, but this did not

seem to bother the birds at all. These fmdings are in accordance with those of Peris and

Pescador (2004) and Ferris (1979) who found no statistically significant difference in bird

breeding density between roads with low, medium and high traffic density or with total

number of birds near an interstate and populations further into the forest respectively. In

contrast, however, Reijnen et aJ. (1995 and 1996) found a strong effect of traffic on bird

breeding densities. Traffic noise is considered by the latter authors to be the main factor

affecting bird densities adversely. In this study the noise did not seem to affect the birds that

much, probably because the bridge is more than five metres above the water and not directly

next to the water. The diverse habitat features might playa role as well. The site consists of

large trees with several reed islands and rocky outcrops (Fig. 4.9a&b). The trees also shield

the birds from most of the human activity taking place on the banks of the river. Ferris

(1979) found that diverse vegetation characteristics along the road minimises the effect of

traffic on total bird numbers and species richness.

Golf island however, still revealed higher species richness than Potch-Parys bridge, although

only by two species. A small difference in biomass was observed, where Potch- Parys bridge

had a higher mean biomass than Stone Henge (Fig. 3.15). This was because Potch-Parys

bridge had larger groups of the heavier aquatic birds than Stone Henge. Potch-Parys bridge,

for instance, had more ducks, geese and ibises, while Stone Henge had more herons and

waders.

The influence that the amount of activity and suitability of habitat have on bird numbers also

applies to the rest of the sites. Riverbend had low human impact and very suitable habitat,

but the water was also totally covered by hyacinths most part of the census year (Fig. 4.10)

limiting the amount of aquatic bird life.
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Figure 4.9a&b: Habitat at the Potch-parys bridge.

The reason for the low numbers at Thabela Thabeng is unclear, but it may be because of

water-associated activities by humans taking place on a constant basis there, and especially at

nearby sites. The low numbers at Thabela Thabeng may also be related to grazing by

livestock on the banks (Fig. 4.11). Grazing severely alters the structure and cover of

vegetation and also causes physical disturbance (popotnik, 2000). The same may be true for

Elgro Lodge where there is a constant flow of people attending conferences and also intense
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fly-fishing over weekends etc. The other possible reason for low numbers counted at Elgro

Lodge may be the presence of islands and bank vegetation restricting visibility available to

the observer (Diem and Lu, 1960). Although Nooitgedacht has a heronry nearby the site

only supported low bird numbers. This can again be related to anthropogenic disturbance as

this is a very popular site for student or other group activities. Except for the activities

taking place at Nooitgedacht, low numbers may also be related to the time of day the census

was carried out. By the time this site was reached it was usually late morning (almost

afternoon) and warm. Most of the birds were probably seeking shelter as this site is very

open with not much cover except at the banks of the river. A similar phenomenon was also

observed in a study concerning factors influencing waterfowl censuses (Diem and Lu, 1960).

Figure 4.10: Typical habitat at Riverbend.
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Figure4.11: Overgrazed banks at Thabela Thabeng.

Walkraal is privately owned land with ahnost no human activity, thus the higher number of

birds. Hyacinths covered half of the river for part of the year, but this probably increased

the birdlife by providing habitat for water plant dwelling as well as deeper water species.

The highest number of individuals as well as species was present at deep water habitat with

vegetation (Figs. 3.11 & 3.12), as was the case with diversity. The high standard deviation

(Fig. 3.11) shows that there were large variations in individual numbers with large groupings

of birds present at some times but only a few birds at other times. The second highest

number of species was found at shallow water with vegetation and, as described above (see

4.2 Diversity status of the Middle Vaal River), species prefer sites with lush vegetation.

Deep, open water had the lowest bird abundance and the second lowest species richness.

This is supported by the results obtained by Stapanian and Waite (2003). They found that

deep, open water habitat did not contribute to additional species and that densities of species

were lower than in other habitats. Biomass of birds showed ahnost the same pattern (Fig.
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3.16), except that shallow, open water had a lower biomass compared to that of shallow

water with vegetation because it was smaller birds like the Litde Grebe (Tacl?Ybaptusruftcollis),

African Black Duck and Black-winged Stilt (Himantopushimantopus)that can be found at such

habitats. Larger birds need deeper water for diving. The shallow water habitat with

vegetation was utilised by some ibises and Egyptian Geese, causing the increase in biomass.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 indicate the seasonal changes in bird numbers and species richness.

The high bird numbers and species richness in spring and summer time will be due to

species starting to congregate for breeding and also because of the non-breeding migratory

species returning. This pattern was also observed by Kalejta-Summers etal. (2001) at Rietvlei

in the Western Cape. The higher mean number of birds in autumn than in summer can be

explained by the following phenomenon observed at one of the sites specifically: During

April large numbers of Egyptian Geese gathered at Walkraal and became observably fewer at

other sites. This is due to their habit of congregating on large water bodies to moult, also

called moult-migration (Maclean, 1993; Weller, 1999; Reijmakers, 2004, pers comm.). Figure

3.17 also illustrates this phenomenon as where mean biomass was much higher in autumn

than in other seasons, showing that larger birds were present in autumn on the Middle Vaal

River.

4.4 Birdgroups and guilds

In Figures 3.18 - 3.33 one can see the assemblage of bird groups or guilds present at the sites

or seasons and where one group or guild of birds replaced another, over sites and over

seasons.

The more common bird groups observed in greater numbers at most of the sites were the

ducks & geese and the connorant, darter & grebe groups (Fig. 3.18a&b). The variation in

the bird group assemblage of each site may relate to any of the following guilds: feeding

guilds, nesting/breeding guilds or habitat guilds. Birds utilise a specific location for foraging

and breeding purposes or because the site consists of certain habitat characteristics preferred

by a species or a group of species.
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The first group, ducks & geese (Table 2.2), showed large variations between sites (Fig. 

3.18a&b). Their highest numbers (a mean number of more than 10 birds/site) were at 

Potch-Parys bridge, Stone Henge, Walkraal and Limerick, and as can be seen with the 

biomass of the group (Fig. 3.20) they are relatively heavy aquatic birds, with a mean of more 

than 20 kg/site. All of the birds belonging to the duck & goose group (except the African 

Black Duck and Red-bdled Teal) u d s e  mostly plants when foragmg. This can be seen in 

Figure 3.22a&b where the plant feedlng gudd (for numbers and biomass) was also high at 

these sites. The African Black duck uthses mostly invertebrates as food and contributes to 

the number of the invertebrate feedlng guild at Stone Henge. The duck & goose group is 

included in the ground nesting g d d ,  except for the Egyptian Goose that falls under the tree 

& reed guild (Fig. 3.26a&b). At Potch-Parys bridge the ducks and geese contributed to the 

high numbers of the ground nesting guild (approximately 16% of the bird assemblage at the 

bridge are ducks), while the group contributed more to the tree & reed nesting guild at 

Walkraal because of the high Egyptian Goose numbers (k 28%) at this site. Egyptian Geese 

also contributed to the high numbers of the tree & reed nesting gudd at Potch-Parys bridge 

(Egyptian Goose comprises 25% of the birds at the bridge). The ducks and geese uthse 

three of the four lunds of habitat g d d s :  most/any size of inland waters, terrestrial and 

aquatic habitat and deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation. At Stone 

Henge, ducks contributed almost 50% of the numbers of the habitat gudd, most/any size of 

inland waters; the other 50% belongmg to the darters and cormorants group. At Limerick, 

ducks and geese also contributed to the habitat most/any size of inland waters. Ducks and 

geese utilising the habitat deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation gudd 

contributed significantly to the numbers at Stone Henge and h e r i c k .  The hlgh biomass at 

Limerick (Fig. 3.32) for this habitat gudd can be ascribed to the presence of a number of 

Spur-winged Geese(Plectroptems gambensis), as these are heavy birds averagmg 6.2 kg per 

indlvidual. The only bird of the duck & goose group using the terrestrial and aquatic habitat 

gudd is the Egyptian Goose. The latter species contributed mostly to this guild at Potch- 

Parys bridge (approximately 25% of the bird total) and Walkraal(30% of the bird total). 

The bittern, egret & heron group were the highest at Bosch Draai, Stone Henge, Walkraal 

and Raaswater. The biomass showed that the larger herons (eg. Black-headed Heron (Ardea 



melonac-qhala), Goliath Heron and Grey Heron (Ardea ~inerea)) were present at Stone Henge 

and Limerick, while Bosch Draai and Walkraal had mostly smaller herons and egrets (e.g. 

Cattle Egret, Green-backed Heron, Little Bittern, Little Egret (Egretta guqetta), Squacco 

Heron). Members of the group all belong to the invertebrate and/or vertebrate feedmg g d d  

(Fig. 3.22a&b) and comprised 16.3% (Bosch Draai), 13.8% (Stone Henge), 19.7% (Walkraal) 

and 18.9% (Raaswater) of this guild. Most of the bitterns, egrets & herons belong to the tree 

& reed nesting g d d  with only the Goliath Heron and Green-backed Heron belonging to the 

ground and the tree nesting guild respectively. Their main contribution would then be to the 

tree & reed nesting guild at the four mentioned sites, but along with the Reed Cormorant, 

African Darter and Egyptian Goose. Figure 3.28 shows that it is mostly the heavier birds 

(darters and geese) that contributed to the high numbers of the tree & reed nesting guild. 

The herons, egrets and bitterns bird group uttltsed three of the four habitat guilds, namely 

deeper waters mostly with emergendaquatic vegetation, shorehes/shallow waters and the 

terrestrial and aquatic habitat. This means the group &d not sigruficantly contribute to any 

of the habitat guilds as none of the herons or egrets were observed in great numbers (Cattle 

Egret breedmg numbers were excluded from the analyses). Their main contribution was to 

the shorehe/shallow water habitat guild at Stone Henge (27.3% of the guild). 

Cormorants, darters & grebes had the highest numbers (more than 11 birds/site) at Bosch 

Draai, Stone Henge, Walkraal, Limerick and Raaswater. This bird group also consisted of 

heavier birds (Fig. 3.20) comprising approximately 14 - 46 kg (+ 34 - 68% of the biomass) at 

each site. The cormorants, darters & grebes u d s e  vertebrates and invertebrates as food. 

This group played an important role in the contribution to the numbers of this feeding guild 

at the above-mentioned sites and as can be seen in Figure 3.24, this bird group caused the 

higher biomass at the sites (comprising approximately 40, 46, 35, 48 and 72% of the biomass 

at the above-mentioned sites respectively). Three hnds of nesting g d d s  are uttltsed by the 

group, namely trees (White-breasted Cormorant), water (Great Crested Grebe (P0di~zp.r 

~ri~~tatzq) and Little Grebe) and trees and reeds (Reed Cormorant and African Darter). The 

White-breasted Cormorant is the main contributor to the tree nesting guild at Stone Henge, 

Walkraal and Limerick, with a percentage of 85, 68 and 74% of the guild's total numbers, 

respectively. At Bosch Draai and Raaswater the species also comprised 39 and 41% of the 



tree nesting gudd. The Great Crested Grebe was observed only once at Walkraal whde the 

Little Grebe was observed only in small numbers at six of the sites. The Little Grebe was, 

however, the major contributor to the water nesting g d d  at Uitkyk. The Reed Cormorant 

and African Darter uthsed the tree & reed nesting gudd along with the herons and egrets 

and the Egyptian Goose. These two species contributed mainly to the tree & reed nesting 

guild at Limerick (64%) and Raaswater (78%). They also played an important part in the 

numbers of the tree & reed nesting gudd at Bosch Draai (4g0/0), Stone Henge (44%) and 

Walkraal (36O/0). This bird group uthses the habitat g d d s  most/any size of inland waters 

and deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation (Figs. 3.30 & 4.15). They also 

played an important role in the numbers of these habitat gullds especially at Stone Henge, 

Limerick and Raaswater. As previously stated, the darters and cormorants contributed the 

other 50% to the habitat gudd most/any size of inland water at Stone Henge. They also 

contributed to this habitat gudd at Limerick, t a b g  up approximately 12% of the total 

number of birds at the site. At Raaswater their main contribution to this g d d  was 

attributable to the African Darter and Reed Cormorant comprising 51% of the total bird 

assemblage. At Limerick this group (along with the duck & goose group) comprised most of 

the guild featuring deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation. This is largely 

because of the contribution made by the White-breasted Cormorant (26% of the bird 

assemblage at this site). 

The bird group consisting of ibises had the lughest numbers at Bosch Draai and Limerick 

(Fig. 3.18a&b). Their percentage contribution to the two sites was 17% (Bosch Draai) and 

10% (Limerick). It is clear that their percentage contribution to the total bird assemblage at 

Limerick was not that high, even though they had higher numbers at the site. In this case 

their percentage contribution was higher at for instance Eastco (14%) and Riverbend (17O/0). 

The two most common ibises (Hadeda Ibis and Sacred Ibis (Tb~eskiornis aetbiopi~w)) uthsed 

only invertebrates when foraging (Fig. 3.22a&b). The other three (Hamerkop, Glossy Ibis 

(Plegadis fakinellus) and African Spoonbdl) were much less common and uthsed the 

invertebrate and/or vertebrate feedtng gudd. The first-mentioned more common ibises were 

the main contributors to the invertebrate feedtng gudd as seen by the following: 61% at 

Bosch Draai, 66% at Limerick, 58% at Eastco and 81% at Riverbend. The three last- 



mentioned ibises only made a very small contribution to the feedmg gudd (invertebrates 

and/or vertebrates) as can be seen by the percentage at Stone Henge (the only site where all 

three occur), namely 5% and for instance at Limerick 2%. This is because they utthsed this 

feeding guild along with for instance darters, cormorants, herons and egrets that occurred in 

much higher numbers. The ibis group used two types of nesting g d d s  (Fig. 3.26a&b), 

namely trees (Hamerkop, Hadeda Ibis and Sacred Ibis) and trees and reeds (Glossy Ibis and 

African Spoonbdl). They mainly contributed to the tree nesting g d d ,  except where the 

White-breasted Cormorant numbers were high at Limerick. At Bosch Draai they had a 

percentage contribution of more than 50% to this nesting g d d  and at Eastco and Riverbend 

their percentage contribution was more than 75%. Most ibises use terrestrial and aquatic 

habitats. The ibises contributed largely to this habitat guild where Egyptian Goose and 

Blacksmith Lapwing numbers were lower. Their main contribution was 58% at Eastco. At 

Riverbend and Limerick their percentage contribution was 42 and 48'10, respectively. 

The coots and crakes had by far the highest numbers at the last three sites (Walkraal, 

Limerick and Raaswater). Based on biomass one can see that this bird group consists of 

much smaller and lighter birds than those discussed above. Where their numbers comprised 

approximately 13 - 20 O/O of the mean numbers per site their biomass comprised 

approximately 7 - 11 O/O of the biomass per site. The coots and crakes exploited mostly the 

invertebrate feedlng g d d ,  except for the Red-knobbed Coot that mainly used the plant 

feeding g d d  (Fig. 3.22a&b). The duck & goose numbers were high at Walkraal and were 

thus the main contributors to the plant feeding g d d  at this site (Red-knobbed Coot only 

comprised 25% of the guild total). The Red-knobbed Coot, however, was the major 

contributor of the plant feeding guild at Limerick (58%) and Raaswater (56%). The rest 

belonging to the invertebrate feedmg guild contributed the most to the guild at Raaswater 

(65%). From Figure 3.24 it is clear that mainly smaller birds used the invertebrate and plant 

feeding g d d s  at Raaswater. Water is largely exploited as nesting g d d  (Fig. 3.26a&b). 

Because the Red-knobbed Coot regularly occurred in large numbers at Walkraal, Limerick 

and Raaswater the coot and crake group primarily contributed to the water nesting guild at 

these three sites. At Walkraal they contributed 83%, at Limerick 81% and at Raaswater 78% 

of the water nesting g d d  numbers. Two habitat g d d s  were uuhsed by coots and crakes, 



namely most/any size of inland waters and deeper water mostly with emergent/aquatic 

vegetation (Fig. 3.30a&b). Only the Red-knobbed Coot used the habitat guild most/any size 

of inland waters and their largest contribution to this habitat gudd was at Limerick (19% of 

the bird total), along with the cormorant, darter & grebe group (f 15.5% of the bird total). 

The other three species belonging to the coot and crake bird group were the following: 

African Jacana, Black Crake and Common Moorhen. These three species' numbers were too 

low to give a sipficant contribution to the deeper water habitat gudd. 

The wader and lungfisher groups had the lowest numbers per site of all the groups (Fig. 

3.18a&b). By loohng at the biomass, it is clear that these two groups consisted largely of the 

smallest and lightest birds (Fig. 3.20). 

The wader group was, however, prominent at the following three sites: Golf island, Potch- 

Parys bridge and Stone Henge. This group ualtsed mostly invertebrates when feedmg and 

contributed to the high numbers of the invertebrate feedmg gudd (Fig. 3.22a&b) at these 

three sites (the waders comprised 22, 21.5 and 25% of the total numbers at the three sites, 

respectively ). The biomass (Fig. 3.24) also showed that the lighter birds (waders, and coots 

and crakes) mainly contributed to the invertebrate guild numbers. The non-migratory 

waders contributed primarily to the high ground nesting gudd numbers at Potch-Parys bridge 

as well as Stone Henge, even more than the ducks (Fig. 3.26a&b) as they comprised 55 and 

54% of the ground nesting gudd at the two sites. This is evident by loohng at the biomass 

(Fig. 3.28) at these two sites. The biomass at these two sites was much lower than for 

instance the trees and reeds nesting g d d ,  while at Stone Henge the numbers of the ground 

nesting gudd was even higher than for the trees and reeds nesting g d d .  The wader group all 

belonged to the shoreline/shallow water habitat g d d  (Fig. 3.30a&b), except the Blacksmith 

Lapwing (terrestrial and aquatic habitat). They comprised the largest number of this habitat 

guild at Stone Henge (72.2%/0), which is also evident from the biomass (Fig. 3.32), as the 

waders were predominantly small birds and light in mass. 

The hghest number of lungfishers was counted at Uitkyk and Riverbend and comprised 6 

and 13% of the total bird assemblages, at each site. All the hngfishers exploited the 



invertebrate and/or vertebrate feeding guild. They were, however, not the major 

contributors to this feeding guild at either of the two sites (16 and 25% contribution for each 

site). The nesting guild utihsed almost exclusively by the kingfishers (with exception of the 

Brown-throated Martin (Riparia paltldi'ola)), was the sandbanks. The lungfishers were the 

major contributors to this nesting guild at all the sites where they were observed, except at 

Uitkyk where the Brown-throated Martin contributed 84% to the guild. The kingfishers 

made use of three of the habitat guilds: most/any size of inland waters (Pied Kingfisher 

(Cetyle mdi~j), deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation (Giant IOngfisher 

(Megaceyle maxima) and Malachite Kingfisher (Alcedo mdata)) and terrestrial and aquatic 

habitat (Brown-hooded Kingfisher (Halyon albiuentris)). As their numbers were very low they 

did not contribute significantly to any of the habitat gdds .  

From the above discussion, it is clear that certain groups of birds preferred certain sites and 

uttltsed it for different reasons. It is important to remember that even though some bird 

species had higher numbers at certain sites, it does not mean that they did not play an 

important role at other sites with lower numbers as well. For example, the cormorant, darter 

& grebe group sull comprised approximately 43% of the total bird assemblage at 

Feesgronde, 42% at Thabela Thabeng, 50% at Elgro Lodge and 73% at Nooitgedacht. The 

duck & goose group contributed approximately 35 and 44% to the population assemblage at 

Uitkyk and Eastco respectively. 

The following table (Table 4.1) gives a summary of the most important contributions to 

guilds, made by bird groups to sites (from the above discussion). 



Table 4.1: A summary of the bird groups that contributed mainly to guilds at certain sites. 'Bird groups also playing 

an important role but contributing less than 50% per guild. Grey area: sites with no significant contribution by any 

specific guild. 
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Table 2.3 shows that the invertebrate and/or vertebrate feedmg g d d  at the Middle Vaal 

River had the highest number of bird species in total. This is also true for South Africa's 

water bird species in total. Table 2.4 shows that the tree & reed nesting guild had the highest 

total and the ground nesting g d d  second highest. This is because the largest bird group at 

the Middle Vaal River, the herons, egrets and bitterns, mostly uthsed the tree & reed nesting 

guild. In South Africa's water bird species total the ground nesting gudd has the highest 

number and trees & reeds the second highest. This contrast is because quite a lot of wader 



species from South Africa were not found at the Middle Vaal River, probably because the 

Middle Vaal River does not have that many wader habitats (shallow waters and open 

shorehes suitable for wading). Table 2.5 shows that deeper waters mostly with 

emergent/aquatic habitat had the highest species total because of the two largest bird groups 

of the Middle Vaal River (Bitterns, egrets & herons and ducks & geese) that mostly utthsed 

this g d d .  In South Africa in total the shorelines/shallow water has the highest number of 

species, also in contrast with the Wddle Vaal River, because of the low number of wading 

birds (from the total in South Africa) found at the Wddle Vaal River. 

All birds do not necessarily make use of all three types of g d d s  at every site in which it 

occurs in. Sometimes a site is exploited for its habitat characteristics and for foraging, but 

not for nesting. The following observations were made during the study: 

African Jacana, Black Crake and Common Moorhen foragmg on the water hyacinth at 

Bosch Draai, Feesgronde, Golf island, Riverbend and Raaswater. The Common 

Moorhen were seen with chcks at Feesgronde and Black Crakes with juvenile birds at 

Nooitgedacht between reeds. 

Egyptian Goose using the water hyacinth as food at Bosch Draai, near Feesgronde 

and at Potch-Parys bridge. They were also seen breedmg in reeds and later with 

chicks near Feesgronde. 

Red-knobbed Coot using the water hyacinth as food (Fig. 4.12) at Walkraal and 

Limerick. They were observed breedmg at Limerick. 

Brown-throated Martin breedmg at Uitkyk in the banks of the river and the Whte- 

throated Swallow breedmg at Nooitgedacht. 

Reed Cormorant, Whte-breasted Cormorant and African Darter were all observed 

breedmg in a heronry at Limerick along with the Grey Heron and Cattle Egret. The 

cormorants and darters as well as the herons and egrets (except the Cattle Egret) were 

observed foraging at most of the sites they occur in. The Sacred Ibis was seen on 

several occasions in groups in breeding plumage near heronries, but were never 

specifically observed breeding. 



. The Little Grebe was also foraging at most of the sites they occur in and were

observed with chicks at Uitkyk and Limerick.

. The Green-backed Heron was observed breeding in a colony near Feesgronde.

. A Little Bittern was seen continuously visiting a specific site between reeds at

Nooitgedacht and was suspected to be breeding there.

. Kingfishers was always seen when busy foraging at sites.

Figure4.12: Red-knobbed Coots using water hyacinths (indicated by arrow) at the Middle Vaal Riveras food
source.

The presence of birds usually using deeper waters for habitat at Stone Henge (which is a

shallow water site), was probably because of deeper water downstream nearby Stone Henge.

Also noteworthy is that the herons and egrets observed at Walkraal (which is a deep water

site), were usually only flying by.

Most water birds are generalists in their use of habitat and when foraging and some have

seasonal variation in feeding behaviour (Weller, 1999), thus their success in a more unstable

and dynamic kind of environment. The feeding and habitat guilds used in this analysis are a

very simplified rendering of the real situation because of the flexible nature of the birds.

Weller (1999) also considers feeding guilds as a rather misleading classification to use in

water birds. It will probably be the best option to use the nesting guilds in management
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decisions as this is more speciahsed behaviour in the birds and it is also where water- 

associated birds are usually at their most vulnerable. 

In Figures 3.19 and 3.21 the ducks & geese, and the Cormorants, darters & grebes bird 

groups stayed relative constant over seasons. The slightly lower numbers of the duck & 

goose group during summer may be because some of the less common ducks seen during 

the study period (Southern Pochard, White-faced duck (Dendroygnu viduatu) and Red-bdled 

Teal) were by chance only seen during autumn and winter. All of the ducks and geese 

counted during the study period are summer breeders (Maclean, 1993), except the South 

African Shelduck (May - September). The very low numbers of the bittern, heron & egret 

group during winter is explained partly by the Cattle Egret occurring in great numbers in 

summer during their breeding time and being largely absent in winter. All the other egrets 

and herons occurred only in small numbers. The low numbers in winter can in part also be 

explained by the fact that most bitterns, egrets and herons breed in spring and summer 

(Maclean, 1993) and thus wlll tend to congregate during this period, but wlll be more 

scattered across the river rest of the time. The hgher numbers of ibises in summer may also 

be explained by their breedmg times all being in the summer, except that of the African 

Spoonbdl. The Sacred Ibis and Glossy Ibis tend to breed in colonies, sometimes even in 

mixed heronries (Maclean, 1993), and wlll probably be seen in greater numbers during their 

breedmg times in certain areas. The reason for coots and crakes having higher numbers in 

winter and spring is not clear, but it may be explained by the Red-knobbed Coot having a 

peak in breedmg time (July - September: Maclean, 1993) when they were counted in great 

numbers. The reason for the variance in wader numbers is that non-breeding migrants 

departed in winter, arrived again during spring and probably then spread more evenly across 

the river, thus the lower numbers again in summer and autumn. The kmgfisher numbers 

were constant through the year. The lower numbers during winter cannot be explained. 

The lower numbers of the invertebrates and/or vertebrates and the invertebrates only 

feeding guilds in winter (Fig. 3.23 & 3.25) wdl be because of the lower numbers of the 

following bird groups (Fig. 3.19): bitterns, egrets & herons; some of the ibises and 

hngfishers (utihsing the invertebrate and/or vertebrate guild) and the waders and also some 



ibises (uthsing the invertebrate guild). The lower numbers in the plant feedmg guild in 

summer were probably due to the lower numbers in the duck & goose group and the Red- 

knobbed Coot. In Figure 3.25 it is clear that primarily smaller birds uthsed the invertebrate 

feeding guild. 

The lower numbers of the tree & reed and the ground nesting guilds in winter (Figs. 3.27 & 

3.29) were largely because of the absence of some herons, egrets, bitterns and ibises. Winter 

is not the breeding time of most of these groups and especially the Cattle Egret was almost 

entirely absent from the river during winter. The higher numbers at the tree, water and 

sandbank guilds are explained by the following: in the tree nesting guild it is because of the 

White-breasted Cormorants that breeds in the winter and could thus be seen in greater 

numbers at certain sites during this time; in the water nesting guild it is mainly because of the 

Little Grebe and Red-knobbed Coot that breeds in late autumn and sometimes in winter and 

were seen in greater numbers at certain sites; in the sandbank nesting guild it was because of 

the Brown-throated Martin which breeds in winter and were observed in larger numbers 

especially at Uitkyk. 

The lower numbers of the most/any size of inland water habitat guild during winter (Figs. 

3.31 & 3.33) may be due to a combination of low numbers of some species in the duck & 

goose group, the ibis group and the lower numbers of the African Darter. The lower 

numbers of the terrestrial & aquatic habitat gudd were most hkely due to the lower numbers 

of some ibises and the absence of the Cattle Egret. The higher numbers of the deeper water 

habitat guild in winter were because of the higher numbers of the Little Grebe and White- 

breasted Cormorant. The higher numbers of the shorelines/shallow water habitat guild was 

probably because of the arrival of the waders, after which they drspersed more evenly along 

the river. In Figure 3.33 the hlgher biomass of the g d d  categorised as deeper waters mostly 

with emergent/aquatic vegetation was because of the heavier birds hke the White-breasted 

Cormorant that occured in greater numbers when they started to breed. 



4.5 Heronry at Limerick 

The model used in thls part of the analyses was amended (Section 2.5) to make prelctions 

of seasonal changes of bird abundances of three breelng species (African Darter, Cattle 

Egret and White-breasted Cormorant). In Figures 3.36 and 4.13 it is clear that the predicted 

values at some points deviate quite a lot from the observed values. This deviation, wdl 

however, d e c h e  and the prelction wdl become constant as more years of data sets are 

added because the model compares all avadable data sets with each other. The model can 

then be used in the future to make good prelctions about the bird status at a given time or 

season. 

A pattern of succession of three breeding bird species was observed during the study period 

at the heronry situated at Limerick (Fig. 3.34). Two neighbouring trees on an island form the 

heronry, and as can be seen in Figure 3.35, the heronry was occupied almost throughout the 

year, except in October. The reason for the heronry being empty in October was not clear. 

White-breasted Cormorants occupied the heronry prirnanly during autumn and winter 

(maximum number observed: 70). After the cormorants left African Darters started to breed 

from November, but in smaller numbers (maximum number observed: 19) and, in 

December, Cattle Egrets joined them in great numbers (maximum number observed: 150). 

The African Darter and Cattle Egret dominated the heronry during the summer months. 

The time of dominance of the three species as observed at the heronry corresponds with 

their breeding seasons according to Maclean (1993) (Fig. 3.35). 

From the model, prelctions were made (red) for each of the species from their observations 

(blue) at the heronry and the rest of the river (Figs. 3.36a-d and 4.13a-d). 

Figure 3.36a&b shows low numbers of the African Darter at the rest of the river and absence 

from the heronry during the winter months and an increase during summer at the heronry as 

well as the rest of the river. This absence from the heronry during winter can be explained 

by the darters being mainly summer breeders in South Africa (Maclean, 1993). The 

polynomial curve in Figure 4.12a&b shows that the number of individuals present at the 



heronry and the rest of the river was out of phase with each other. Their peak at the heronry 

accordmg to the premcted value was in December, while their peak at the rest of the river 

was in February according to the predicted value. The explanation may be that after the 

breedmg season, the young leave their nests causing the increase in numbers at the rest of 

the river after which they disperse more widely causing a d e c h e  again. The same applies to 

the White-breasted Cormorant (Figs. 3.36e&f and 4.12e&f). A decline at the rest of the river 

is reflected by a rise in numbers at the heronries and vice ver~-a. Their peak breeding time is in 

May -June in Transvaal (Maclean, 1993), which explains their absence at the heronry in the 

summer months. 

The Cattle Egret numbers (Figs. 3.36c&d and 4.13c&d) appeared to be only slightly out of 

phase, but not as much as for the darters and cormorants. This can be explained by the 

habits of the Cattle Egret. Cattle Egrets are primardy terrestrial using open grasslands, 

pastures and cultivated field, usually accompanying cattle or large game (Harrison et d., 

1997). This explains the almost total absence between April and August from both the 

heronry as well as the rest of the river. During this time they only need water for drinlung. 

The Cattle Egret is also a partial migrant with a marked drop in reporting rates during winter 

when 90% of the Transvaal population departs (Harrison et a/. ,  1997). A rise in numbers 

was observed from November at the heronry as well as the rest of the river, when they 

arrived for the breedmg season. Their numbers at the heronry and the rest of the river 

reached a peak between December and February (predicted values). 

Apart from the three species discussed, it is possible that the Reed Cormorant, Sacred ibis 

and Hadeda Ibis also used the heronry as some of them were observed near the trees during 

breedmg time. The trees were viewed from one side only, which means that the numbers of 

indwiduals counted can probably be multiplied by two in consideration of the birds on the 

other side of the heronry. This emphasises the importance of heronries in sustaining a large 

part of the aquatic avifaunal population. 



Figure4.13a & b: Monthly variation in the number of African Darters actually observed and predicted at the

Limerickheronry (A)and along the rest of the Middle Vaal River(8) during the period April2002-2003.
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Figure4.13c &d: Monthly variation in the number of Cattle Egret actually observed and predicted at the Limerick

heronry (e) and along the rest of the Middle Vaal River (D) during the period April 2002-2003.
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Figure4.13e &f:Monthlyvariation in the number of White-breasted Cormorant actually observed and predicted at

the Limerickheronry IE)and along the rest of the Middle Vaal RiverIF)during the period April2002-2003.
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4.6 Management and conservation recommendations

From this study, the following question arises: What is the purpose and value of a baseline

study like this? When making management and conservation decisions it is important to

combine as many different factors as possible. Not only should we look at diversity, but

also at abundance of species. One area may show low diversity, but could just as well have a

high number of a certain species breeding there. Such an area is just as important to take

into account in conservation decisions as an area with a high diversity (Balmford, 2002). It is

also recommended to use more than one surveying method, depending on the aim of the

survey. Some species may largely be overlooked by the point count method and are thus

especially underestimated in certain areas.

Criteria for the evaluation of freshwater habitats for protection are discussed in Maitland and

Morgan (2001) and are summarised as the following:

Principal criteria

. Naturalness

. Diversity of habitat

. Species diversity

. Extent

. Rarity

. Fragility

. Representativeness

Supplementary criteria

. Recorded history

. Site of important research (or potentially so)

. Potential for educational activities

. Contiguity with other protected sites

. Species at the extremes of their geographical distribution

. Feasibility of effective protection
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Keeping the above criteria in mind, the following are important points to consider when 

m a h g  management and conservation decisions based on a census survey of aquatic 

avifauna: 

It is important to take into account species that tend to occur in large flocks, as these 

species will be more susceptible to an environmental impact in a certain area than a 

species that is more widely lstributed in smaller numbers fragility). 

Bird densities may be used to estimate the commonness and rarity of a species. Thus, 

one can see either if a species that has a low density needs extra protection or if an 

area holds a large number of a species considered rare, which makes it an important 

bird area (rarity). 

From the diversity one should consider areas with a high diversity index as well as 

evenness (Jpe6ie.r diver@$. This is especially important if the goal is to preserve local 

diversity in a smaller area. It is, however, better to protect more lfferent areas with a 

lower biologcal s d a r i t y ,  even if some of the areas do not have a high abundance or 

species richness (Van Dyke, 2003). T h s  d ensure that most species (and even rare 

species - Pimm and Lawton, 1998) are preserved in this way. 

Apart from the diversity, it is also important to consider individual abundance and 

biomass. A location with a high number of inlviduals per species, a hgh  diversity 

index as well as a high evenness can be denoted as a hotspot of that regon. 

Certain guilds can be used to estimate the importance of an area for aquatic bird 

species in terms of feelng, breelng or its habitat characteristics (divenity ofhabitat). 

Heronries or other breelng colonies are very important to consider in management 

for conservation vragiio). Very large groupings of birds may gather at a heronry 

which makes it a sensitive spot of the aquatic bird population in a certain area. 

Human induced impacts on the environment should be restricted near breeding 

colonies as much and as long as possible as some of these heronries can exist for 

several years (Graham et al., 1996) if left undisturbed. Butler e t  aL (1995) also found 

that colonies that had been used for several years had significantly greater fledgmg 

success than colonies that had been used for only few years. When a breedmg colony 

is chosen for conservation, it is essential to try to maintain the surrounlng habitat for 



up to at least twenty kilometres (dependng on the surroundings and the species, as 

Tourenq et  al. (2004) have shown dfferences in colony-site selection between dfferent 

species of herons and egrets) as undsturbed and &verse as possible. It has been 

shown that an increase in foragmg-fight distances may cause a d e c h e  in n e s h g  

production and even colony fdure  (Smith, 1995). In particular, Bancroft et ad (1994) 

and Frederick and Collopy (1988) found that nest abandonment increased among 

certain wading bird species when foragmg-fight &stances extended to 25 km and 

further. They prefer foraging distances of less than 12 krn. If some development or 

other alteration jeopardise usual foraging near the colony, it may cause the colony to 

fail. A study by Griill and Ranner (1998) showed that the numbers and dstributions 

of breeding herons were influenced by the width of the reed belt as buffer and as 

feeding habitat and by the water level of the previous year. Thus, a decline in heron 

numbers does not necessarily always point to human induced dsturbances, but could 

be because of a dry previous year. The influence of the rainfall of the previous year is 

also applicable to other wetland birds (Dean and Mdton, 2001), not only herons. 

Finally, yet importantly, an essential part in any management or conservation plan is 

monitoring. Four types of monitoring are discussed in Maitland and Morgan (1997) 

of which implementation, effectiveness and project monitoring are the most 

important after a management or conservation plan was put into force. 

Based on the study conducted, the following conservation and management 

recommendations are made for the Middle Vaal River: 

1. All the sites selected at the Middle Vaal River have relative high dversity indices as 

well as evenness, with only minor dfference (0.3) between the hghest and the lowest 

index (Fig. 4.4). Thus, all the sites should be considered as important for the 

conservation of species diversity, especially those within the Vredefort Dome (site of 

important reseanfi & potential for edzrcutional uctivitie~->. The number of species has a 

tendency to positively correlate with the area of a site (Maitland and Morgan, 1997), 

thus it is better to conserve larger areas than smaller areas. 

Bosch Draai, Potch-Pays bridge, Stone Henge, Walkraal and Limerick are sites with 

the hghest abundance, all exceeding a mean of thmy individuals. The White-backed 



Night Heron was observed at Bosch Draai and at a site near Stone Henge (Coetzer, 

pers. 'omm, 2004). Extensive anthropogenic activity (e.g. boating and fishng) should be 

limted so that impacts no longer needlessly distress the environment and its avifauna. 

Potch-Parys bridge is at the outslurts of Parys and is therefore subject to much human 

activity. Awareness must be created in people about the value and beauty of this site 

and to keep it that way. Fortunately, as mentioned in Chapter 1, some aquatic birds 

seem to habituate to some types of dsturbance when it is not dlrectly harmful (Weller, 

1999), and Potch-Parys bridge seems to be one of such cases. 

As noted in Chapter 1 many activities can cause pollution and dsturbance to plant 

and animal species by actively l u h g  them or frightening them away, especially a 

problem with roosting and nesting birds (Maitland and Morgan, 1997). The low 

number of birds and species richness at Feesgronde, for instance, are probably mainly 

due to the general power boating and fishing. If there were none, the site would most 

lrkely have a much higher abundance and richness. Thus it is important to h t  power 

boating and extensive fishing to certain areas that already have a low bird abundance 

(hke Feesgronde) in order to create enough space for the aquatic avifauna to forage 

and breed at other nearby sites. At a deep water site near Feesgronde, a Green-backed 

Heron breedmg colony was observed in an overhangmg tree on an island. On the 

same island at another time there were also other species like Squacco Heron 

observed breedmg. The threatened White-backed Night Heron was also observed on 

this island (Coetzer, pers. comm., 2004). T h s  site is a very popular site visited by water 

birds, but it is also popular for power boating. This is a typical example where power 

boating should be h t e d  only to the Feesgronde site if possible. Otherwise broad 

enough buffer zones should be implemented around the island according to the flush 

distance of the most sensitive species (Rodgers and Schwikert, 2002) to conserve the 

breeding colonies and restrict the erosion of riverbanks caused by wave action of the 

powerboats. Rodgers and Schwikert (2002) found that personal watercraft (jetshs) 

e n t d  an even greater flush &stance than power boats. Emergent vegetation is 

especially important to increase the stabhsation of banks, binding together of 

sedments and resisting erosion (Maitland and Morgan, 1997) and its conservation 

should be included in management plans. 



3. By looking at the g d d s  it is clear that some of the other sites not mentioned above 

(nos. 1 & 2) are just as important as it supports a substantial number of species not 

found at the other sites, for instance Uitkyk had a large number of Brown-throated 

Martin breeding in the sandbanks. Thus, at Uitkyk the owner of the resort must be 

aware of the time of the year that breeding takes place and should demarcate the area, 

or at least inform visitors about it, so that they can avoid that part of the sandbank. 

Walkraal is another example where the Egyptian Goose undergoes a moult-migration 

period. Table 4.1 and Figures 3.18 - 3.33 show more sites where some regulating 

measures could be implemented if necessary to maintain numbers and diversity. The 

best sites to select, either for conservation purposes or for implementing regulating 

measures based on the feeding guilds, are at Potch-Parys bridge and Stone Henge 

because they have a relatively even dstribution of all three feedmg g d d s  and Limerick 

because of the high number of birds of two of the feeding N d s .  Based on the 

nesting guilds the best sites will be a combination of Uitkyk, Stone Henge and 

Limerick. Uitkyk was the only site with a relatively even dstribution of number of 

birds for all five nesting guilds, and supported especially high numbers of the 

sandbank nesting guild. Limerick has relative high numbers of birds for four of the 

five nesting guilds and Stone Henge had an even dstribution of high numbers of three 

of the nesting guilds. Based on habitat guilds, the most appropriate sites to select are 

at Stone Henge and Limerick. Stone Henge had a very even dstribution of bird 

numbers for all four habitat guilds while Limerick had high bird numbers for three of 

the habitat g d d s .  

4. The presence of the Mallard at Stone Henge is a cause for concern as they tend to 

hybridse with the Yellow-bdled Duck (Maclean & Darrol, 1986, Hockey et ul., 1989) 

and pose a threat to its genetic integrity (Harrison et  ul., 1997, Van Dyke, 2003). Even 

though the Yellow-bdled Duck is a numerous species at the Middle Vaal kver,  

hybridsation may cause the species to become locally endangered. This can become a 

serious problem, just as in the case with the North American Ruddy Duck that 

hybridlses with the European Whlte-headed Duck Feller,  1999). From a 

conservation point of view it wdl probably be best to do away with all Mallards not in 

captivity . 



5. All heronries and other breeding colonies along the river should be located if possible 

and buffer zones must be implemented around each, broad enough to keep the 

occupants from having to leave every time people approach. Barbraud and Mathevet 

(2000) suggested that some reedbeds must remain undisturbed and uncut to preserve 

potential breeding sites for Purple Herons. This wdl probably also be true for some 

of the other reed-breeding herons and egrets. People must be prohibited from going 

near heronries and if caught on an island containing a heronry, they should be fined. 

It has been observed that fishermen sometimes raid heronry nests to use the chicks 

for bait (Coetzer, pen. c o r n . ,  2005). Vandalism of colonies was also identified as a 

threat by Pamell et al. (1997). 

6. Illegal hunting of waterfowl must be reported and sport hunting must be carefully 

planned and practised under close supervision and good management. 

7. Farmers with cultivated land on the banks of the Middle Vaal River must be very 

careful not to introduce pesticides (or other chemicals) into the water as it can be 

harmful to birds and other fauna and influence abundance (Simmons and Allan, 

2002). Simmons and Allan (2002) found that pesticides had an influence on bird 

density, as density just above agricultural land was hgher than sirmlar habitat 

immedately downstream of agricultural land. If such a problem is located, it must be 

brought to the attention of the farmers and a management plan implemented. There 

are dfferent ways of c o n t r o h g  such inputs into freshwater habitat, for instance 

instalhng filters at the source of input or surroundmg banks with vegetation (buffer 

strips) that can reduce run-off from agricultural landscapes (Van Dyke, 2003). 

8. As stated earlier, riparian vegetation plays an important role in the dversity of a site. 

Saab (1999) found a very strong positive correlation between aquatic bird species 

richness and the heterogeneity and naturalness of surrounding landscapes, as well as a 

negative correlation with surrounding agricultural landscapes. This shows the 

importance of considering even landscapes surroundng the river or wetland when 

makmg decisions about the conservation of dversity. She found macro- and micro- 

habitat as of secondary importance in the explaining of dversity in bird species. 

9. Water hyacinths pose some problems at the Middle Vaal River, e.g. destroying of 

habitat of indigenous water plants and also birds that prefer open water and 



interference with recreational activities which may cause economical damage to resort 

owners, Currently the water hyacinth problem is dealt with by means of herbicides 

and mechanical control. However, a better solution might be to make use of 

biological control rather than herbicides as some herbicides cause damage to wildlife 

also. A few biologcal agents are under investigation of which the target specific 

Ec~ritotur'm ~az2tarinensi.s has been successfully established in South Africa (Center etd, 

2002). 

4.7 Conclusions and recommendations 

This study showed that the Middle Vaal River has a rich and diverse water-associated bird 

life, but further studies should be undertaken to enable a better comparison with the rest of 

the Vaal River. The observations made about the White-backed Night Heron and some 

other rare species, as well as the finding of relatively high numbers of the Goliath Heron 

(fahng under the top 15 species) and other waterfowl, showed that the Middle Vaal River 

should maintain its status as a Sub-regional Important Bird Area. 

Since the Vredefort Dome was declared a World Heritage Site in 2005 there is now even 

more reason to conserve sites and bird life within the Dome area. Ecotourism is an 

important part of the Vredefort Dome and it can be used to make people more aware of the 

aesthetic value and beauty of aquatic avifauna as people tend to neglect them in comparison 

with their terrestrial equivalents. 

The model created to predict seasonal variation of the three heronry species is a useful tool 

for making future conservation and management decisions and can be applied to all species 

of the whole Vaal River or other rivers for this purpose. 

The following recommendations are made based on the study conducted: 

1. The point census method worked well for this study where accessibhty was hrmted in 

certain areas, but a transect method from a boat would have worked better and would 

probably gve  even higher bird abundances. It is also recommended that further 

studies be conducted with combinations of census methods to determine which gve  



the best results, e.g. a combination of the transect method with the flushing/hving 

method or the integration of atlasing with point count censusing methodologes as 

proposed by Underhdl et al. (1991). The use of volunteers may also be considered to 

conduct a more widespread census, as Graham et al. (1996) found it to be cost- 

efficient enough to use volunteers. 

2. To  compensate for possible time differences it is recommended to reverse the 

direction of entering the sites for each survey (W'eller, 1994), and in the case of 

transects, to reverse the starting and destination points for two sequences (Stapanian 

and Waite, 2003). 

3. As proposed by Underhdl et al. (1991) further census stuhes should aim at obtaining 

estimates of total population sizes as far as possible and on producing data on annual 

@-annual or any other scale) population changes. 

4. It is recommended that further census stuhes be done on the fish and other 

vertebrate and invertebrate populations and to compare it with fluctuations in bird 

numbers over several years. The riparian vegetation index (Kemper, 2000) of each 

site must be determined and other environmental factors should be taken into account 

for comparison with bird numbers (beta-dmersity). Comparisons made to the rest of 

the Vaal River will contribute to the gamma-diversity component. 

5. The influence of possible chemicals and other deposits in the water on the birds ought 

to be determined and the possible use of birds as bio-indicators for habitat quality at 

the mddle Vaal River must be examined. 

6. More focus on knowledge of inhgenous people can be added to such a study aimed at 

conservation as local people usually have rich and detaded knowledge of local birds 

and other animals and plants perer  and Gichuki, 2001). 
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6 APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Major bird groups 

The following o u h e  the major bird groups encountered during the surveys, defined 

accordmg to Weller (1999). 

Grebes (order Podicipediformes) 

Grebes are skilled drving specialists. They have lobed toes for swimming underwater with 

great maneuverabhty, and their terminally placed legs make it necessary for them to crawl on 

their behes on land. Most species favour shallower and often well-vegetated wetlands rather 

than great expanses of open and deep water. Their bdls vary from short and sharp to long 

and spear-like, dependent upon their aquatic prey. Nests sometimes in sizable colonies. 

Adults and young eat fish, amphbians, and large invertebrates. 

Pelicans (order Pelecaniformes) 

This order contains a drvers group of large-bodied water birds most commonly associated 

with nearshore marine systems. However, many are freshwater species and a few are found 

almost entirely there. Their feet are uniquely adapted for swimming, with webbing between 

all four toes. Most species capture fish, amphibians, or other aquatic prey in water while 

surface swimming or tipping up. Most nest socially on the ground. 

Cormorants (order Pelecaniformes) 

All species feed mainly on fish, are skded aquatic divers, and often feed in mixed flocks with 

pelicans and gulls. Most species are social nesters, often mixed with herons, egrets, ibises, 

and anhingas in colonies in tree, shrub or marshy nest sites. 

Anhinga and/or darters 

Darters are cormorant-like birds but with longer necks, straight bills, and long, fan-shaped 

t d s .  These solitary feeders are slulled divers and mostly take fish, amphibians and large 

aquatic invertebrates. Nests are found with those of other colonial water birds such as 

herons, ibises, and storks. 

Waterfowl (order Anseriformes) 

Waterfowl, which includes ducks, geese and swans, are a large and widespread group of 

water birds. They form large flocks and are mostly excellent pioneers at exploring and 

exploiting new habitats. Nest sites vary from cliffs and tree holes to highly aquatic but well- 



vegetated situations. Feeding ranges from omnivorous (some ducks) to stxongly herbivorous 

(geese, swans and some ducks). 

Herons and egrets (order Ciconiiformes) 

T h s  order is a large, &verse, and taxonomically complex group of herons, egrets, and related 

groups. They have worldwide &stxibution and are among the more visible and attractive 

wetland birds. Most are characterised by long legs suitable for wadng. Prominent, long bds 

are characteristic of the group and differ in length and shape through feeding adaptations. 

Many of these species and groups feed in mixed flocks opportunistically when fish, 

crustaceans, amphibians or other prey become vulnerable owing to declining water and 

oxygen levels. Some members of this order are solitary or loosely social nesters (bitterns and 

storks) but most are colonial, often in mixed company with anhingas or cormorants. 

Hawks and eagles (order Falconiformes) 

Hawks and eagles are mostly facultative or opportunistic wetland users, but several that 

specialise on aquatic foods are almost restricted to wetlands. Ospreys and eagles often butld 

large nests, whch may be used year after year. A few hawks favour open marshy wetland 

edges and nest on the ground in fairly wet places but also hunt in and occasionally nest in 

upland grasses and forbs. 

Rails, crakes, coots and cranes (order Gruiformes) 

Another large, &verse and worldwide order. Crakes are commonly found in the more dense 

riparian vegetation, where they are usually heard and not observed. Moorhens, gahnules and 

coots use deeper and even open water. Foods are highly variable, with seasonal shifts from 

animal foods to seeds tubers and foliage in fall and winter. 

Gulls, terns, sandpipers and associates (order Charadriiformes) 

This diverse group of wetland birds involve mostly obligate taxa. Their morphology shows 

great variety and ranges from long bds and long legs to short legs with shorter bills or long 

legs with long toes and short bas.  Some have straight bds, others have recurved b a s  and 

yet others have down-curved bills. Their habitat preferences vary just as much. Some prefer 

open, shallow water whilst others prefer denser vegetated areas, whether shoa or long 

vegetation, or burrows in sand dunes. Jacanas for instance, can gracefully f i t  across even 

submergent vegetation and especially over My pads and s d a r  floating-leaf vegetation. 

Their &et consists mainly of aquatic and non-aquatic invertebrates, amphibians, crustaceans, 



spawn or small fish. Most are predators but gulls for instance sometimes act as scavengers 1 
l 

or kleptoparasites. They nests separately or in colonies. 

Kingfishers (order Coracii formes) 

The kingfishers specialise on fish or large invertebrates of various sizes. Many are stream- 

oriented, and others prefer pools of all sizes. They favour perches to locate prey, but they 

can hover effectively above water when stallung their prey. 

Songbirds (order Passeriformes) 

Few of the songbirds are obligate wetland specialists, but many tap water resources and nest 

at the water's edge. This may be due to the protection from predators afforded by the water, 

and also because of the richness of invertebrate foods essential to growing nesthngs. Tk 

includes, amongst others, the warblers, some flycatchers, many sparrows, and swallows. 



Appendix 2: Categories and criteria for the selection of IBA's 

(From Barnes, 1998) 

Category Al: Globally threatened species (Global IBA) 

Criterion: The site regularly holds sigmficant numbers of a globally threatened species, or 

other species of global conservation concern. 

Category C1: Nationally threatened species (Sub-regional IBA) 

Criterion: The site regularly holds significant numbers of a nationally threatened species, or 

other species of national conservation concern. 

Category A 2  Restricted-range species (Global IBA) 

Criterion: The site known or thought to hold a significant component of a group of species 

whose breedmg dtstributions define and Endemic Bird Area (EBA) or Secondary Area (SA). 

Category A3: Biome-restricted assemblages (Global IBA) 

Criterion: The site is known or thought to hold a significant component of a group of 

species whose distributions are largely or wholly confined to one biome. 

Category A4: Congregations (Global IBA) 

Criteria: A site may qualify on any one of the four criteria listed below: 

1. Site known or thought to hold, on a regular basis, >1Yo of a biogeographic population 

of a congregatory water bird species. 

2. Site known or thought to hold, on a regular basis, LlO/o of the global population of a 

congregatory seabird or terrestrial species. 

3. Site known or thought to hold, on a regular basis, 220 000 water birds or 210 000 

pairs of seabirds of one or more species. 

4. Site known or thought to exceed thresholds set for migratory species at bottleneck 

sites. 

Category C4: Congregations (Sub-regional IBA) 

Criteria: A site may qualify on either of the criteria listed below: 

1. Site known or thought to hold, on a regular basis, 20.5% of a biogeographic 

population of a congregatory water bird species. 

2. Site known or thought to hold, on a regular basis, 210 000 water birds on one or 

more species. 



Appendix 3: Form used for surveys 

Date: 

Time: 

Site: - 

Air temperature: 

Water temperature: 

Wind: 

Stream flow: 

GPS info: 

River width: 

Remarks: 

I Type of disturbance 1 
I Housing I 

Roads 

( Fishing I 
Power boats 

Extent 

Extent 

Very fewIVery low 

value 

( Intermediate 

Very manyIVery high 



I Bird species 

I African Black Duck 

African Darter 

African Fish Eagle 

African Jacana 

Black Crake 

1-wned Night Heron 

Black-winged Still 
- - 

Brown-hooded Kingfisher 

Brown-throated Martin 

Burchell's Coucal 

Cattle Egret 

Common Moorhen 

Egyptian Goose 

Giant Kingfisher 

Goliath Heron 

Great Crested Grebe 

~ r G t  Egret 

Grey Heron 
--- 
Hadeda Ibis 

Hamerkop 

Little Bittern 

Little Egret 

Little Grebe 

Malachite Kingfisher 

Pied Kingfisher 

Red-knobbed Coot 

Reed Cormorant 

Ruff 

Sacred Ibis 
--- 

South African Shelduck 

I Southern Pochard 

I Squacco Heron 

I Three-banded Plover 

1-d Night Heron 

White-breasted Cormorant 

White-faced Duck 

Yellow-billed Duck 

 ello ow-billed Egret 

Band 1 Band 2 



I ~ ~ r d  species I Band 1 I Band 2 



Appendix 4: Steps followed in Statistics for heronry model 

Follow the next procedure in Stutistzizr: 

on the toolbar choose statistics 

"click" on multzple regrefiion 

from the pull-down menu's, choose advanced 

go to the  variable^. and highlight from the dependent column the first bird specie (log 

count) and from the independent column C1, S1, C2 and S2 

"click" O K  

"click" OK 

on the screen multiple regression results are shown 

choose udvanced, mmmary: regreJ.riun results and save table for later reference 

G o  back and choose re.sidual.r/ a~.~-umptions/predi~*h'on - choose pe7fomz residua/ ana4.se.s 

Choose suve and select variable to be saved with analyses (e.g. date, theta, count and log 

count of bird specie and whatever else is considered as important), "click" 01< 

Add variable after predicted (of log count) and calculate anti-log of predicted and 

subtract 1. 

Save table for later reference 

"click" on graphs 

choose 2 0  nutterplots 

mark mu/t$le 

choose vanhb1e.r and mark month for the x-axis and the observed bird specie count & 

predicted count for the y-axis, choose graph type as mu/tZple 

"click" O K  twice and save graphs. 

Repeat all steps for each bird species. 



Appendix 5: ANOVA results and descriptive statistics

Effect

Intercept
Seisoenkode

Error

Tuke

Cell No.
1
2
3
4

p

14614.60
52.20

47674.76

14614.60L 61.30957; 0.000000
17.40 0.07299 0.974399

238.37

test (between seasons).
Tukey HSDtest; variable Bird numbers
Approximate Probabilities for PostHoc Tests
Error:Between MS= 238.37,df = 200.00

Seisoenkode {1} {2}
8.7386 7.6601

0.984957Autumn

Winter

Spring
Summer

{4}
8.4444

0.999682

0.994087
0.997720

Effect

Intercept
Sites

Error

----

0.984957
0.999741 0.971071

0.999682 0.994087 0.997720

p

216.654

67.336

1609.542

216.6540 94.22416 I 0.000000
5.1797 2.25269 0.006734

2.2993

135



136

Tukey HSDtest; variable Bird numbers
Approximate Probabilities for PostHoc Tests
Error:Between MS = 2.2993, df = 700.00

Sites
{I} I {2} I {3} I {4} I {5} I {6} I {7} I {8} I {9} I {10} I {II} I {12} I {13} I {14}Cell No. .63198 .52338 .44344 .44646 .19608 .71041 .95928 .37104 .36501 .28507 .30920 .67722 1.4072 .38612

1 Bosch Draai 1.000000 0.999997 0.999997 0.975632 1.000000 0.998367 0.999858 0.999817 0.997057 0.998585 1.000000 0.352027 0.999928-

2 Uitkyk 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.998367 0.999997 0.975632 1.000000 1.000000 0.999949 0.999985 1.000000 0.159361 1.000000

3 Eastco 0.999997 1.000000 1.000000 0.999922 0.999817 0.910131 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999959 0.077369 1.000000- -
4 Gholfeiland 0.999997 1.000000 1.000000 0.999911 0.999839 0.913757 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999965 0.079667 1.000000- -
5 Fegronde 0.975632 0.998367 0.999922 0.999911 0.911957 0.378986 0.999999 0.999999 1.000000 1.000000 0.946010 0.004330 0.999996-- - -<----- -- - - --+--- -- ---- _ _ _ _. u_. _ _..-
6 Ptch-Parys bri9ge 1.000000 0.999997 0.999817 0.999839 0.911957 0.999917 0.997639 0.997182 0.980241 0.988223 1.000000 0.539418 0.998516-
7 Slon Henge 0.998367 0.975632 0.910131 0.913757 0.378986 0.999917 0.793349 0.781184 0.596003 0.655371 0.999664 0.969392 0.822245

8 Riverbend 0.999858 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999999 0.997639 0.793349 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999186 0.036620 1.000000- - --....,- I - --- _._.- - -- ---- ---- -
9 Thabela Thabeng 0.999817 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999999 0.997182 0.781184 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999000 0.034277 1.000000- - - -
10 Elgro Lodge 0.997057 0.999949 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.980241 0.596003 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.990441 0.013541 1.000000

11 NooitQedacht 0.998585 0.999985 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.988223 0.655371 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.994747 0.018103 1.000000- -

12 Walkraal 1.000000 1.000000 0.999959 0.999965 0.946010 1.000000 0.999664 0.999186 0.999000 0.990441 0.994747 0.457251 0.999526- - - - -1 --- - - _.....- - - -
13 Limerick 0.352027 0.159361 0.077369 0.079667 0.004330 0.539418 0.969392 0.036620 0.034277 0.013541 0.018103 0.457251 0.043094- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - .- - -
14 Raaswater 0.999928, 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999996 0.998516 0.822245 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.999526 0.043094



p
Effect

Intercept
Habitat type
Error

848.627

77.391

3635.833

848.6275 46.68132 0.000000

25.7971 1.41905 0.238374

18.1792

Tuke test (between habitat types)

TukeyHSDtest; variable Number of birds
Approximate Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests
Error: Between MS =18.179,df =200.00

Habitat type {1} {2} {3} {4}
2.4434 1.8145 2.7526 1.1478

0.878865 1 0.983226 0.416760
0.878865 - I 0.682674 0.859234

0.9832261 0.682674 T I 0.227685
0.416760. 0.859234. 0.227685 I

Cell No.

1

2

3
4

Deep&veg

Deep&open

Shallow&veg

Shallow&open

Overall effects between bird

Tuke test (between bird gr p).
Tukey HSDtest; variable Number of birds
Approximate Probabilities for PostHoc Tests
Error: Between MS = 15.699, df =91.000

Voelgroepe r-m
6.9368Cell No.

1
2
3

4

5
6
7

Ducks & Geese

Herons, egrets & bitterns

Darters, cormorants & grebes
Ibises

Coots & crakes

Waders

Kinafishers

{2} {3} {4}
1.6786 10.624 2.5412

0.012038 0.185890 l 0.061784

0.012038 + 0.0001221 0.997384
0.185890 I 0.000122, 0.000130
0.061784 0.997384 I 0.000130 I

0.015909 1.000000 0.0001 22t 0.999054
0.050978 0.998817 0.000127 1.000000
0.001871' 0.99743010.000121' 0.910484
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--- -

{5} {6} {7}
1.8159 2.4313 .81868

0.015909 0.050978 0.001871
1.0000001 0.998817 0.997430
0.000122: 0.000127: 0.000121

0.999054 1.000000 0.910484

0.999645 0.994169

0.9996451 0.933385
0.994169 0.933385

F I p
Effect

Intercept 1441 .432

_11 1441 .4321 91. 1931f 0.000000
-

Voelgroepe 1080.463 6: 180.0771 11.47092 0.000000

Error 1428.570 91 15.699



p
Effect

Intercept

Feeding guilds
Error

3683.118 84.66050' 0.000000

203.610 4.68019 0.015073
T

43.505

Tuke test (between feeding gw.L ).
TukeyHSDtest; variable Number of birds
Approximate Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests
Error: Between MS=43.505, df = 39.000

Feeding guilds I{i}
7.3819Cell No.

1

2

3

Plants

Invertebrates

Invertebrates and/or vertebrates

{3}
13.761

0.037828

0.0250720.983723

0.037828 0.025072

p
Effect

Intercept

Nesting guilds
Error

2155.748 84.68617I 0.000000
41 226.674 8.90465 0.000009

65 25.456

Tukey test (between nesting guil )
TukeyHSDtest; variable Number of birds
Approximate Probabilities for PostHoc Tests
Error:Between MS=25.456, df =65.000

Nesting guilds {I }
I

{2}
I

{3}
Cell No. 1.4835 2.2637 6.0027

1 Sandbanks 0.994027! 0.136879

2 Water 0.994027 0.296777

3 Trees 0.136879 0.296777 I

4 Ground 0.085843 0.203274 0.999591
5 Trees& reeds 0.000138 0.000184 0.036468 0.062114

{5}
11.591

0.000138

0.000184

0.036468

0.062114
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Effect

Intercept

Habitat guilds

2762.338

712.492

Tukey test (between habitat guil )
Tukey HSDtest; variable Number of birds
Approximate Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests

Error: Between MS = 29.387, df = 52.000

Habitat guilds
Cell No.

1

2

3

4

Shorelines/shallow waters

Deeper waters mostly with emergent/aquatic vegetation

Terrestrial/aquatic habitat
Most/any size of inland waters

139

p

0.000000

0.000163



Descriptive statistics:
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Seasons ValidN Mean
Confidence Confidence

Min Max Std. Dev.
-95.000% +95.000%

Autumn 51 8.738562 4.353343 13.12378 0.00 69.00000 15.59164
Winter 51 7.660131 3.495474 11.82479 0.00 72.00000 14.80743
Spring 51 9.013072 4.734305 13.29184 0.00 62.33333 15.21315

Summer 51 8.444444 3.912001 12.97689 0.00 94.00000 16.11510

Sites
Valid

Mean
Confidence Confidence

Min Max Std.Dev.
N -95.000% +95.000%

BoschDraal 51 0.631976 0.211671 1.052281 0.00 7.692308 1.494393
Uitkyk 51 0.523379 0.153325 0.893432 0.00 8.153846 1.315724
Eastco 51 0.443439 0.110328 0.776550 0.00 6.923077 1.184374

Golf Island 51 0.446456 0.189918 0.702993 0.00 3.961538 0.912117
Feesgronde 51 0.196078 0.071021 0.321136 0.00 2.384615 0.444643
Potch-parys 51 0.710407 0.203732 1.217083 0.00 9.307692 1.801484

bridge
Stone Henge 51 0.959276 0.441999 1.476553 0.00 8.692308 1.839176

Rlverbend 51 0.371041 0.147468 0.594613 0.00 3.692308 0.794911
Thabela Thabeng 51 0.365008 0.141597 0.588418 0.00 3.538462 0.794335

EigroLodge 51 0.285068 0.111109 0.459027 0.00 3.538462 0.618510
Nooltgedacht 51 0.309201 0.041434 0.576967 0.00 6.000000 0.952044

Walkraal 51 0.677225 0.199567 1.154883 0.00 9.923077 1.698312
Limerick 51 1.407240 0.418588 2.395892 0.00 19.30769 3.515150

Raaswater 51 0.386124 0.056462 0.715785 0.00 7.846154 1.172111

Habitat type
Valid

Mean
Confidence Confidence

Mln Max Std.Dev.
N -95.000% +95.000%

Deep&veg 51 2.443439 0.995631 3.891247 0.00 23.53846 5.147679
Deep&open 51 1.814480 0.695618 2.933341 0.00 20.53846 3.978111
Shallow&veg 51 2.752640 1.331294 4.173985 0.00 19.15385 5.053590

Shallow&open 51 1.147813 0.528163 1.767463 0.00 9.076923 2.203163
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Bird groups
Valid

Mean
Confidence Confidence

Min Max Sld.Dey.
N -95.000% +95.000%

Duc:k&geese 14 6.936813 4.216829 9.656798 0.923077 15.07692 4.710886
Bitterns.
egrets& 14 1.678571 1.025727 2.331416 0.076923 3.615385 1.130695
herons

Cormorants.
darters & 14 10.62363 6.348697 14.89856 4.000000 33.92308 7.403978
arebes
Ibises 14 2.541209 1.413889 3.668529 0.230769 7.307692 1.952466

Coots& 14 1.815934 -0.365964 3.997832 0.00 14.23077 3.778945c:rakes
Waders 14 2.431319 0.340876 4.521761 0.00 12.30769 3.620548

Kingfishers 14 0.818681 0.453842 1.183521 0.153846 2.461538 0.631885

Feeding Valid
Mean

Confidence Confidence
Min Max Sld.Dey.

auilds N -95.000% +95.000%
Plants 14 7.381868 3.575606 11.18813 0.692308 23.76923 6.592268

Invertebrates 14 6.950549 4.284533 9.616566 1.692308 16.46154 4.617416
Invertebrates

and/or 14 13.76099 9.079730 18.44225 5.307692 37.76923 8.107721
vertebrates

Nesling Valid
Mean

Confidence Confidence
Min Max Sld.Dey.auilds N -95.000% +95.000%

Sandbanks 14 1.483516 0.047352 2.919681 0.153846 9.769231 2.487370
Water 14 2.263736 -0.442003 4.969475 0.00 17.61538 4.686213
Trees 14 6.002747 2.318784 9.686710 1.230769 26.23077 6.380452

Ground 14 6.406593 3.246901 9.566286 1.153846 20.61538 5.472439
Trees& 14 11.59066 8.509724 14.67159 3.923077 20.00000 5.336036reeds

Habilat guilds
Valid

Mean Confidence Confidence
Min Max Sld.Dey.N -95.000% +95.000%

Shorelines/shallow 14 1.348901 -0.224715 2.922517 0.00 10.61538 2.725429waters
Deeper waters

mostlywith 14 6.945055 3.223867 10.66624 2.307692 25.38462 6.444923emergent/aquatic:
veaetatlon

Terrestrial/aquatic: 14 8.865385 5.654777 12.07599 2.846154 19.92308 5.560622habitat
Most/any size of 14 10.93407 7.390697 14.47743 4.230769 30.23077 6.136948Inland waters




